






Umy&tsltg Of New Hsaai^f^
Lonnie McDougall - Boston Post Cane Recipient
Presented by Board of Selectmen, Bow, New Hampshire
Elder Townsman
Lonnie McDougall is 97 years old. That makes him the oldest resident ofBow
and the caretaker of the Boston Post Cane. He was bom in Hants County,
Nova Scotia, the only boy among seven sisters. One aunt lived to be 103. He
grew up on large land-grant farms in Nova Scotia. He remembers making his
own mattress of burlap bags and oat straw. The mattress was 1 8 inches thick,
and he needed a chair to get into bed. (Courtesy, Concord MonitorandKen
Williams.)
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RECO.^D OF SPECIAL TOWN MEETING
October 29, 1987
Moderator Phil Ryan opened the October 29, 1987 Special Town Meeting at
7:00 PM. Following the Presentation of Colours by Junior Girl Scout Troop
870. consisting of 6th graders. Jennifer Kezer - American Flag. Allison Ward -
State of New Hampshire Flag. Amanda King - Guard. Carrie Pilkenton -
Guard. Renee Cartier - Presiding, with Judy King - Troop Leader; Mr. Ryan
then explained how this meeting would be run.
Article #1: After much general discussion, it was voted, by voice vote, to
authorize the Board of Selectmen and Bow Sewer Commissioners to modify
the scope of construction of Phase II of the Sewage Treatment Project by
eliminating the proposed sewer line on Everett Avenue in its entirety and by
ending the proposed sewer line on South Street approximately 150 feet rather
than 60 feet from the Concord-Bow Town line to permit the project to proceed
in accordance with the $550,000 Bond Issue approved by the voters in Article 3
of the 1987 Annual Town Meeting.
Article #2: It was voted, by voice vote, to indemnify and save harmless for
loss or damage occurring after this date, any person employed by the Town
and any member or officer of the Town's governing board, administrative
staff, or agencies, including but not limited to selectmen or town managers,
from personal financial loss and expense, including reasonable legal fees and
costs, if any. arising out of any claim, demand, suit, or judgement by reason of
negligence or other act resulting in accidental injury to a person or accidental
damage to or destruction of property occurring on or after the date of this vote,
if the indemnified person at the time of the accident resulting in the injury,
damage or destruction was acting in the scope of his or her employment or
office (Reference: RSA: 31:105).
Article #3: To see if the Town will vote to indemnify and save harmless any
person employed by it and any member or officer of its governing board,
including but not limited to selectmen or town managers, from personal
financial loss and expense including reasonable legal fees and costs, if any.
arising out of any claim, demand, suit, or judgement by reason of any act or
omission constituting a violation of the civil rights of an employee or any
other person under any federal law if such act or omission was not committed
with malice, and if the indemnified person at the time of such act or omission
was acting within the scope of his or her employment or office (Reference:
RSA: 31 :106) WAS AMLNDED TO: To see if the Town will vote to indemnify
and save harmless any person employed by it and any member or officer of its
governing board, administrative staff, or agencies, including but not limited to
selectmen or town managers, from personal financial loss and expense
including reasonable legal fees and costs, if any. arising out of any claim.
demand, suit or judgement by reason of any act or omission constituting a
violation ot^ the civil rights of an employee or any other person under the
federal law if such an act or omission was not committed with malice, and if
the indemnified person at the time of such act or omission was acting within
the scope of his or her employment or office (Reference: RSA; 31:106) was
passed, as amended, by voice vote.
There being no further business, the meeting adjourned at 8:15 PM.
CYNTHIA BATCHELDER
Town Clerk
RECORD OF ANNUAL TOWN MEETING
Bow, NH
March 8th & 9th, 1988
Acting Moderator Tom Webster opened the March 8th Town Meeting for
the legal voters of Bow at 10:00 AM.
The meeting adjourned at 7:00 PM and was reconvened by Moderator
Philip Ryan Wednesday. March 9th at 7:00 PM at Bow Memorial School with
the presentation of colours by Junior Girl Scout Troop 870 consisting of
Junior Girl Scouts Amanda King, Lesley Woods, Kristine Girard, Jennifer
Eaton and Melissa Thompson. Their leaders are Judy King and Vicki
Woods.
Following the Pledge of Allegiance, The Rev. James Smith of the Bow
Community Baptist Church led us in prayer.
Moderator Phil Ryan explained the concept/rules of how this meeting
would be run.
The results of the Town ballot election were as follows:
Town Clerk/Tax Collector for one year - Cynthia M. Batchelder - 1275
Selectman for three years - William F. Stearns - 510
Sara H. Swenson - 841
Treasurer for one year - John R. Burton III - 1092
Moderator for two years - Philip B. Ryan - 1229
Supervisor of Checklist for six years - Judith A. King - 1229
Library Trustee for four years - Chester D. Runde - 918
Leo Klinger (write in) - 216
Library Trustee for five years - Carol K. Draus - 1109
Leo Klinger (write in) - 39
Trustee of Trust Funds for three years - Edwin H. Bardwell - 564
Mark Lavalle - 660
Budget Committee for one year - Horace W. Bailey - 41
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George B. Descoteau - 435
Louise A. Godbout - 400
Budget Committee for two years - Donald Bowne - 487
Milton S. Brown - 718
Ikidgcl Committee for three years - Rick Hiland - 180
James E. Kibby - 665
Mark E. Lavalle - 461
John T. Lyford - 804
Ernest S. Simonds - 188
Sewer Commissioner for three years - David J. Hickey - 1163
Water Commissioner for three years - Ciary 1). Nylen - 1160
The results of the School Board election was also read as follows:
School Board - Robert Lynn - 1225
ARTICLE #2: To see what action the Town will take with respect to the
proposed amendments to the Town Zoning Ordinance as follows:
Are you in favor of amending Article X of the Town s Zoning Ordinance,
Environmental Protection Areas, by repealing § 10.05 thereof, and enacting in
its place the Floodplain Development Ordinance promulgated by the Federal
Emergency Management Agency in 1987.
(RECOMMENDED BY THE PLANNING BOARD)
YES - 1027 NO - 223
ARTICLE #3: To see what action the Town will take in respect to the
proposed amendment to the Town Zoning Ordinance as follows:
Are you in favor of the adoption of an Amendment to the Zoning Map of
the Town of Bow which would change the designation of the area bounded by
Interstate 93 on the east. Bow Bog Brook on the south, the old lead telephone
line easement on the west and existing zoning district boundaries on the
north, from Rural (RU) to Residential (R)?
(SUBMITTED BY PETITION)
(NOT RECOMMENDED BY THE PLANNING BOARD)
YES - 661 NO - 671
The results of a recount for Article #3 held March 17. 1988 @ 9:40
AM are:
YES - 660 NO - 672
ARTICLE #4: To see what action the Town will take in respect to the
following question: Do you favor the continuation of the town manager plan
as now in force in this town?
YES - 589 NO - 509
Selectman Eric Anderson proceeded to:
Congratulate Sara Swenson on her re-election:
Congratulate Al Ward on being selected Town of Bow "Citizen of the
Year";^
Commend Chum Cleverly and the Highway Department for an outstanding
year:
Introduced Mark Rourke, our Parks and Recreation Director;
Commend John Urdi. Chairman of the Conservation Commission and its
membership for heading up the Town Water Study:
Also Dom D'Ambruoso and his committee members for devoting this past
year to studying the Town Manager form of government;
And presented this years "Town Employee of the Year Award" to Gary
Cooper. Congratulations Gary!
ARTICLE #5: Was moved by Ray GodbouL seconded by Dick Bean, will
require a 2/3 vote - by ballot - to pass. The polls opened from 8:40 PM - 9:40 PM.
By a ballot vote of 64 - yes. 288 - no, the article to see if the Town will vote to
raise and appropriate the sum of One million three hundred thousand dollars
($1.300.()()0) for the purpose of constructing Phase III sewerage facilities, such
sum to be raised by the issuance of Serial Bonds or Notes under and in
compliance with the provisions of the Municipal Finance Act (NH RSA 33:1 et
Seq.) as amended, and to authorize the Selectmen to issue and negotiate such
bonds and notes and determine the interest thereon, and to take such other
actions as may be necessary to effect the issuance, negotiation, sale and delivery
of such bonds and notes and to allow the Selectmen to accept, expend and
appropriate such monies including such sums as may become available from
the State of New Hampshire for the construction of such facilities was
defeated.
ARTICLE #6: To see if the Town will vote, in accordance with NH RSA
33:15, to authorize the Selectmen to expend from the Capital Reserve Fund
established for sewer construction by action of the 1984 Annual Town Meeting
all monies in such fund at the time of withdrawal for the purpose of
construction or hook-up costs for the Community Building; any remaining
monies to be used for construction and hook-up costs for the Bow Memorial
and Elementary Schools was withdrawn.
ARTICLE #7: Was moved and seconded. It was voted to authorize the
Selectmen to accept the sum of Twenty Five Thousand Two Hundred Dollars
($25,200) from Bow Commons Associates, such sum to be placed in a Capital
Reserve Fund for the future construction of traffic control devices at the
intersection of Bow Center. Logging Hill, White Rock Hill and Knox
Roads.
ARTICLE #8: Was moved and seconded. It was voted to raise and
appropriate the sum of Twenty Thousand Dollars ($20,000) as matching
funds to participate in the Slate Aid Construction Program with the State of
New Hampshire; 2-1 Ratio (State to Town) for the repair and improvement of
C lass II highways.
(Rl.COMMlDI I) BY IHL BUDGET COMMHTLI:)
AR I K LI- #9: Was moved by Dom D'Ambruoso and secomled byCarlotta
Roj-ibins. It was voted to raise and appropriate the sum of lifteen Thousand
Dollars (SI 5.000) for ihc purchase of a Iractor and accessories for the
Keciealion De|"»artnicnt and. in oider lo fund such appropriation. lo uillulraw
all monies in tlic Rc\ciuic Sharing I unci established under pioN isions of the
State anti Local Assistance Act ol 1972. and to raise the balance b\ taxation in
the current year.
(Rl COMMJ 1)1 1) n\ 111! BLDGl I COMMIi 11.1)
ARTICLE #10: Was moved and seconded. It was voted to raise and
appropriate the sum of Fifty Thousand Three Hundred Thirty Three Dollars
($50,333) to be added to the Capital Reserve Funds as indicated:
Fire Truck - $25,000
Parks & Recreation Department - 3/4 ton pick-up truck $5,333
Highway Department Loader - $20,000
(RECOMMENDED BY THE BUDGET COMMITTEE)
(Pursuant to the 1988 Capital Improvement Plan)
ARTICLE #11: Was moved by Dom D'Ambruoso and seconded by Bill
Hilton. An amendment by Neil Hurd to: Delete the defibrillator for the
Rescue Squad in the amount of $10,000 was defeated. The main article was
voted to raise and appropriate the sum ofOne Hundred Fifty Three Thousand
Dollars ($153,000) for the following Capital Improvements:
Defibrillator (Rescue Squad) $10,000
Master Plan/Capital Improvement Plan 12.500
Page Rd/Birchdale Rd. Improvement 70.000
Water Study (Conservation Commission) 30.000
Repair of Old Town Hall 12.500
One-ton dump truck/plower-sander 13.000
Computer equipment 5.000
(1987 Encumbered funds in the sum of $9,000 for the one-ton dump truck/
plower-sander and $6,000 for the computer equipment will also be
utilized)
(RECOMMENDED BY THE BUDGET COMMITTEE)
(Pursuant to the 1988 Capital Improvement Plan)
ARTICLE #12: Was moved and seconded. If approved $130,000 must be
added to the Budget
By a standing vote of 113 - no. 146 - yes it was voted to raise and
appropriate the sum of One Hundred Thirty Thousand Dollars ($130,000) for
the purchase of currently State-owned land. Block 5. Parcel 59; 45 acres along
1-93. abutting Town-owned land, such land to be managed and controlled by
the Conservation Commission.
ARTICLE #13: Was moved and seconded. It was voted to authorize the
Selectmen to accept private donations of land, interest in land or money for
the purpose of contributing to the Local matching portion required for
acquiring conservation land or interest in land and other costs associated
therewith for permanent conservation use under the N.H. Land Conservation
Investment Program (LCIP). RSA 221-A. and authorize the Selectmen to
apply for and accept the State matching funds under the LCIP for purposes of
acquisition of the fee or lesser interest in con.servation land. Said appropriated
funds and State matching funds may be expended by majority vote of the
Conservation Commission with the approval of the Selectmen.
ARTICLE #14: Was moved and seconded. It was voted to authorize the
Planning Board to prepare and amend a recommended program of
Municipal Capital Impro\cmcnts Projects, in accordance with RSA 674:5 el
scq.
,,
ARTICLE #15: Was moved and seconded. An amendment "to see if the
Town will vote to direct the Selectmen to repeal the provisions of Article 24 of
the Safety Services Ordinance pertaining to alcoholic beverages in its
entirety" was defeated. By a standing vote of 124 - no. 99 - yes this article to
see if the Town will vote to recommend to the Selectmen that consideration be
given to repealing the provisions of Article 24 of the Safety Services
Ordinance, pertaining to alcoholic beverages was defeated.
(Submitted by petition)
ARTICLE #16: Was moved and seconded. It was voted to authorize the
Selectmen to borrow money in anticipation of taxes.
ARTICLE #17: An amendment to: "To Amend the bottom line to include
$45,000 for a Town Manager" passed.
By a ballot vote of 137 - no. 88 - yes, the amendment to include $45,000 for
a Town Manager was defeated.
An amendment to "Add $5.00 to the budget line item for the water
commission" passed.
An amendment to delete $9,000 ($3,000 fire, $2,400 police and $3,600 rescue)
appropriated for Hepatitis B vaccine was defeated.
An amendment to "increase the bottom line budget by $1 10,000 to continue
paving of town roads was defeated.
After removing $1,300,000 (article 5), $100,000 (sewer hook-up), and adding
$130,000 (Article 12), $18,200 (Concord Land Fill) and $5.00 (Water
Commission) a total budget of $2.450,27 1 .00 was passed.
ARTICLE #18: On behalf of the Board of Selectmen. Sara Swenson,
thanked Dom D'Ambruoso for his work on the Town Manager Study.
ARTICLE #19: There being no further business, the meeting adjourned at
11:53 PM.
CYNTHIA BATCHELDER. Town Clerk
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A SUMMARY OF THE ZONING WARRANT ARTICLES
At this years Town Meeting, the voters will be asked to vote on seven
separate warrant articles which propose various amendments to the Town's
Zoning Ordinance. These warrant articles are the result of several months of
work by a standing joint committee of the Planning Board and the Zoning
Board of Adjustment and have been approved by the entire Planning Board.
The articles reflect changes which the Planning Board and the representatives
of the Zoning Board of Adjustment feel are necessary to enable them to carry
out their duties in the best interests of the Town. This summary is intended to
provide the voters with a brief explanation of the purpose and intent of each of
the seven warrant articles.
The first of the articles requests the voters to approve several amendments
to the provisions of the Zoning Ordinance that concern mobile homes and
modular homes. The purpose of the amendments is to change the terminology
and definitions in the Zoning Ordinace to conform to newer State laws that
now refer to mobile homes as "manufactured housing" and to modular homes
as "pre-site built housing". Adoption of this article will not change the
provisions in the Zoning Ordinace in any way with the respect to the zones in
which manufactured housing are allowed or the conditions upon which
manufactured housing may be sited in the Town.
The second article includes three amendments to the terms of the Zoning
Ordinance affecting property which is being developed in the condominium
form of ownership. The first such amendment conforms the definition of the
term "condominium" to current law and legal practice. In addition, the article
includes the adoption of a definition of a "conversion condominium" which
is the conversion of an exsisting structure into condominium units. Finally,
this arUcle adds a section to the Table of Uses which provides that all
conversion condominiums must receive a special exception before being
converted. This article will not allow condominium development to occur to
any greater extent or in any different manner than it presently can occur in
Town. Furthermore, adoption of this article will assure that the Town
Planning Board and Zoning Board of Adjustment have full power and
authority to regulate and control condominium development in Town, even if
the proposed project involves .solely the conversion of an exisfing structure
into condominium units.
The third article requests the voters to adopt a complete revision of the off-
street parking requirements in the Zoning Ordinance. In recent years, the
Planning Board has found that the off-street parking requirements in the
existing Zoning Ordinance are vague or incomplete in many respects and
leave the Planning Board without proper guidance in certain types of
developments. A sub-committee of the Planning Board studied parking
regulations in several other towns before drafting this proposed amendment,
which embodies the best aspects of each of the regulations which were
studied.
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The fourth article is a result of the Planning Board's awareness that
unchecked and uncontrolled development can result in the pollution of
surface and groundwater supplies. As a first step toward tailoring the Zoning
Ordinance to protect the Town's own surface and subsurface water supplies,
the amendments in this article will change several provisons of the Table of
Uses appearing in the Zoning Ordinance for the purpose of protecting ground
or surface water in the Town. The bulk of the proposed changes in this article
will prohibit from the Flood Zones those uses which the Planning Board feels
pose a particularly significant threat to water supplies in the event of a
fiood.
The Fifth warrant article asks the voters to amend the Table of Uses to
disallow commercial radio or television towers in the Rural Zone. It is the
Board's feeling that the location of such towers in the Rural Zone is no longer
appropriate and should not be allowed.
The sixth and seventh warrant articles include certain miscellaneous
housekeeping amendments to the Zoning Ordinance. These changes have
been proposed by the Planning Board in order to clarify language, resolve
ambiguities, or amend definitions to conform to recent developments in State
law. The sixth warrant article also asks the voters to adopt technical
amendments to the definitions of the terms "abutter" and "lot", and to clarify
that surface improvements such as driveways and parking lots should also be
excluded from front, side and back yard "setbacks". This warrant article also
asks the voters to delete the definition of "cluster" and Article 17 of the
Zoning Ordinace relative to Cluster Developments. Cluster Developments are
no longer allowed under the Table of Uses in the Zoning Ordinance and.
therefore, these provisions are no longer needed.
The seventh warrant article includes several amendments which have been
drafted to clean-up ambiguities in the language of the Zoning Ordinance. In
this article the voters are asked to approve two amendments to clarify that the
minimum lot size requirements under the Zoning Ordinance refer to
"buildablc land" so that swamps, bogs, ledge and land subject to other
unbuildablc conditions are not counted toward minimum lot areas. Adoption
of this article will also clarify how to calculate the allowed density of the
development of multi-family units in Town and will delete certain ambiguous
and somewhat misleading examples which appear in the Table oi" Uses
reiati\e to "multi-tamiK dwellings". These tv\c) amendments will not expand
or in any wa\ alter tiie present restrictions of the Ordinance concerning the
development of multi-family units in the Town.
Tiie names of all the membeis ol the Planning Board api"»ear elsewhere in
this Town Rei->orl. II vou ha\e any tiueslions conceining any of the zoning
vvarranl articles, please call an\ member of the Planning Board.
SELECTMEN'S MESSAGE
Thank You! Your Board of Selectmen wishes to thank each of your elected
officials, department heads, town employees, as well as your
board, commission, and committee volunteers who have all
worked so hard and unselfishly to serve in our community.
Although the town has continued to grow and the need for
town services has increased, no additional personnel have
been added to the staff
Growth As measured by the building permits issued. Bow grew at a rate
of 2.5 percent in 1988. That rate is less than the 6.6 percent rate
of growth in 1987. It is down even more from the 10.2 percent
growth rate in 1986. the highest rate of growth experienced in
this decade.
Tax Rate The tax rate also increased as the town has grown. Overall the
tax rate increased 10.2 percent in 1988 over the prior year. That
rate of increase is less than the highest we experienced in this
decade, which was a 17.9 percent increase in 1986.
10-Yr-Avg Over the past ten years. Bow has experienced an average 4.3
percent annual growth rate as measured by building permits
issued. During that same period, the town s tax rate has
increased an average of 7.4 percent annually.
Automation For the past two and one-half years, the Board has gradually
and systematically introduced office automation into your
town government. The tax bills were initially automated with a
significant savings in time for both their preparation and
distribution. This year the Board automated the town
employee's payroll using an outside vendor.
Computers This year the Board also visited many surrounding towns that
use office automation as well as visited many of the office
automation vendors to select a system that will meet the town s
needs presently and for many years in the future. Beginning in
January 1989. the town began handling its bookkeeping
through a computer. By mid-89, the Board is hoping to do all
of its payroll and property assessments through its own
computer system. Also in 1989. the police Department will be
going on-line with a computer terminal so they can speed their
access to driver/vehicle information. As the year progresses,
the Board will be introducing additional town government
functions into the computer in a "building block"
approach.
Fire Truck To begin upgrading some of the ageing fire fighting equipment
(the oldest fire truck is 28 years old), the Board is supporting
the Fire Department's request for a new6-man pumper/tanker
fire truck. The department presently has two trucks over 20
years of age and two trucks less than 20 years age. Our newest
piece of equipment is now eight years old. The revised Capital
Improvement Plan calls for the systematic appropriation of
funds annually into a capital reserve account. This should
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eliminate the need to raise large sums of money eveiy few years
for these expensive pieces of equipment
Road Safety As part of a continuing program, the Highway Department
corrected another major road intersection safety problem
during the Summer-88. The intersection of Page Road and
Birchdale Road was improved. The road grade was lowered
and the banks at the intersection were cut back. This corrective
action significantly enhanced vehicular visibility in all
directions. Also, in the Fall-88, construction began on a new
$1.3 million bridge over the railroad track on River Road.
Road Plans The 1989 plans call for the straightening of a severe curve on
Allen Road, and the commencement of engineering work on
the intersection of Page Road and Brown Hill Road to lessen
that grade and improve the visibility. With the townspeople's
approval of project, this intersection should be improved
during 1990.
Hydro-Study An initial hydrological study at the town's Transfer Facility
(landfill) was completed and provided to the State this year.
The initial results show that there is no contamination of the
ground water in this area.
Town Line Every seven years. State law requires Boards of Selectmen of
abutting communities to conduct a perambulation of their
towns" boundary lines. The Board is presently in the process of
confirming the physical markers along the boundary that
describe the town lines between Bow and Concord, Dun-
barton. Hooksett. and Hopkinton. This process is nearly
complete.
PSNH The Public Service Company of New Hampshire has filed a
tax abatement suit against the town. It involves a PSNH tax
abatement suit of over $2 million for its 1987 property taxes.
The town's attorney is handling this case. The outcome of this
case is still pending as the town goes into 1989. Please be
assured that PSNH did pay its 1988 property taxes in full and
on time in an amount of approximately $3 million.
Solid Waste To handle the increased waste coming into the Transfer
Station another open 3()-yard container was added next to the
attendant's building. In the 1989 budget, the Board is
recommending that a second clo.sed 5()-yard compacting unit
be added. This will enable more household rubbish to be
compacted into the container lessening the number of trips to
either the Concord landfill or to the Penacook burn facility.
Once the Penacook burn facility is completed, sometime mid/
late-89. Bow will be shipping its waste there to be
incinerated.
Recycling The Board wishes to commend Bill Capozzi for his "voluntary
aluminum can recycling program" as well as all of the
townspeople who have participated in his program. Every
aluminum can that has been placed in his recycling container
is one less can that must be placed into the Concord landfill.
Not only has the town saved money not having to transport the
cans to the Concord landfill, but the town's organizations
have made money that they can use in other ways. All of the
money that Bill Capozzi has derived from his voluntary
recycling program, he has donated to our many town
organizations. Thanks Bill for getting us all to consider
seriously the many benefits afforded us through recycling--
individually. and as a community.
Sewer II This year the town satisfied the Environmental Protection
Agency's mandate to connect the Municipal Building into the
Concord Waste Treatment Facility. Both the Municipal
Building and Library were connected in the late Fall of 1988.
Now that the Phase II sewer system is in and operational, most
of the homes and businesses along the sewer route have either
connected into the sewer line or have obtained the necessary
waiver from the Sewer Commission.
HAZMAT In 1988, the Board established a new committee called the Bow
Emergency Management Committee under the combined
leadership ofJim Goodwin and Jane Kimball. This committee
was asked to come up with a plan that would allow the
community as well as the emergency response personnel to
know what "hazardous materials" a transporter and/or a
business may use or store. The Plan also provides information
on what precautions the community and/or emergency
personnel must take in the case of a fire or a chemical spill.
The Board wishes to thank Jane Kimball and the committee
members for coming up with a timely and comprehensive
plan. Likewise, the Board wishes to thank our business
community for its full cooperation in providing the necessary
information and for working closely with the committee on
this project. It should further be noted that Bow is the first
community in the State to develop such a plan solely through
the efforts of volunteers. Most other large communities and
cities have either done this job through its paid staff or they
have hired professionals to have the work done.
Legislation The Board also wishes to recognize Richard Upton for
researching, drafting, and testifying on legislation for the town.
Likewise, the Board wishes to recognize Representative Peter
M. Stio for his leadership and sponsorship of a Bill which now
allows New Hampshire communities like Bow to borrow
money over an extended period of time in anticipation of taxes
should a major property owner go bankrupt Without the
combined efforts of Richard Upton's proposed legislation and
Rep.Stio's sponsorship, a community like Bow would have to
raise the money itself through taxafion in the current year to
off-set delinquent taxes caused by bankruptcy. This Bill will
help lessen an individual's property tax burden should a major
property owner, like PSNH, not be able to pay its property
taxes because of bankruptcy.
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Elections Again in 1988. the UNION LEADER/NH SUNDAY NEWS
provided the residents of Bow with a plaque and flag in
"...recognition of an outstanding voter participation record in
the February 16, 1988 Presidential Primary...and in the
November 8. 1988 General Election." Bow received this award
in competition with other New Hampshire communities with
populations of 3,501-5.000. Of Bow's 3254 registered voters, a
total of 2733 or 84 percent participated in the 1988 Presidential
Election. Congratulations! In addition, the New Hampshire
Municipal Association presented Bow a first place award for
"...achievement of high-quality and excellence in production
of its 1987 annual report."
Stickers The 1989 Dump Stickers must be displayed on your vehicle in
order for you to use the Transfer Station. Vehicles not
displaying the sticker will be turned away. You can pick up the
1989 stickers from the Town Clerk/Tax Collector in the
Municipal Building daily. The cost of operating this facility
has increased 200 percent over the past two years. It is essential
that your tax dollars be conserved, and that the Transfer
Facility's use be restricted to BOW RESIDENTS ONLY.
Tax Lien This year you will have the opportunity to vote to adopt a "tax
lien" and abolish the current "tax sale" method of collecting
delinquent property taxes. Bow is only one of 16 communities
in the State that has not adopted the "tax lien" method. With
the adoption of the "tax lien." an outside party could not pay
your unpaid taxes and eventually have a right to the title of
your property. The "tax lien" would eliminate outside parties.
Your unpaid property tax bill would then become an issue
between you and the town of Bow. The 18 percent penalty
would be paid to the Town of Bow. not to some outside
speculator.
Signs The Board also asks for your cooperation in helping to prevent
the removal of our street and traffic control signs. During 1988
several of our street signs were removed. Their removal could
become a life or death situation. Without the street signs to aid
emergency vehicle operators get to a specific address, precious
time is lost. Streets with new and/or unfamiliar names may not
be readily located causing further unnecessary delay.
No Parking Parking at the Community Building is becoming a serious
problem. We request that Community Building users park to
the right of the building adjacent to the Town Pond. It is
important that vehicles not park in front of the Community
Building where they will interfere with emergency vehicles
exiting the Fire Station. On several occasions this past year,
fire equipment had great difficulty responding quickly on
emergency calls because cars blocked the exit driveway from
the I- ire Station.
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Merger With a vote of the townspeople at Town Meeting, the Rescue
Squad will be realigned into the Fire Department This move
will increase the resource of "volunteer" personnel available
and certified to perform the rescue mission. If you would like
to volunteeer to become a member of the Bow Rescue Squad,
please contact either Roger Ordway, Fire Chief, of Robert
Lougee. Rescue Squad Director. To either report a fire or
request rescue service, please call Central Dispatch at 225-3355
24 hours a day.
"Post" Cane As Bow's oldest resident Mr. Lonev MacDougall, 97, 515
South Street is the present holder, of the "Boston Post Cane."
His family has advised us, however, that Mr. MacDougall will
soon be leaving Bow and moving to Concord. Thus, your
Board of Selectmen will be asking for the names of our oldest
residents so that the "Boston Post Cane" can once again be
passed on to our oldest resident living in town. Ifyou think you
are our oldest resident please submit your name, address, and
birth date to the Administrative Assistant by April 1, 1989.
Exemptions Residents eligible for veteran s, elderly, or blind exemptions
are reminded to file prior to April 15th. Also, if there is a
change in your marital status or place of residence within the
Town, you should come in and re-apply. In addition, if you
have a savings account it should show Bow as your
address.
Volunteer! Right after the 1989 Town Meeting, the Board of Selectmen
will be appointing volunteers to fill vacancies on our many
Boards, Commissions, and Committees. This is your
opportunity to contribute to the success of your community,
and YOU CAN MAKE A DIFFERENCE. To be appointed,
however, you must fill out a "Volunteer for Appointment"
form. The form can be picked up daily from the
Administrative Assistant's office located in the Municipal
Building, at the polls on election day. or at the evening Town






1989 Meeting of the Town of Bow
The State of New Hampshire
To the inhabitants of the Town of Bow, in the County of Merrimack, in said
State, qualified to vote in Town affairs.
You are hereby notified to meet at the Bow Community Building in said
Bow on Tuesday, the 14th day of March, 1989, at 10 o'clock in the forenoon to
act upon the subjects hereinafter set forth. The voting on Article 1 and 2
will be by official ballot, and the polls shall be open for balloting at 10 o'clock
in the forenoon and shall not close before 7 o'clock in the evening.
You are hereby notified, in accordance with the provisions of RSA 39:2-a,
adopted at their 1980 Annual Meeting of the Town of Bow, to meet at the Bow
Memorial School in said Bow on Wednesday, the 15th day of March, 1989 at 7
o'clock in the evening to consider the remaining Articles of the Warrant
1. To choose by non-partisan ballot the following Town Officers:
One Selectmen for three years
A Treasurer for one year
A Town Clerk/Tax Collector for one year
Two members of the Budget Committee for three years
One Trustee of Trust Funds for three years
One Library Trustee for three years
One Sewer Commissioner for three years
One Water Commissioner for three years
2. Are you in favor of the adoption of seven amendments proposed by the
Bow Planning Board for the Town Zoning ordinance (action by Official
Ballot)
I) Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment Number I of the
Bow Zoning Ordinance, as proposed by the Planning Board, as
follows:
Deletion of the definitions contained in Section 3.41, 3.42 and
3.43 and 5.02 to be replaced by new definitions on Presite Built
Housing, Manufactured Housing and Manufactured Housing
Park and Manufactured Housing Units, and using these new
terms throughout the Ordinance.
II) Are you in favor of adoption ofAmendment Number II of the Bow
Zoning Ordinance, as proposed by the Planning Board, as follows:
Defining in Sections 3.15 and 3.15A the term "Condominium"
and "Conversion Condominium" and adoption of a new
Section 5.()2(g) relative to "Conversion Condominium" by
special exception.
Ill) Are you in favor of adoption ofAmendment Number III of the Bow
Zoning Ordinance, as proposed by the Planning Board, as follows:
Deletion of the current section 9.04 dealing with off-street
parking, to be replaced with off-street parking provisions.
IV) Are you in favor of adoption ofAmendment Number IV of the Bow
Zoning Ordinance, as proposed by the Planning Board, as follows:
A) By adding the words "car wash" to the description of Section
5.02 (b-12).
B) By deleting the words "car wash" from the description of
Section 5.02 (b-13).
C) By amending Section 5.02 (c-l-a) to require a special
exception for this use in the FA and FB Zones.
D) By amending Section 5.02 (c-l-b) to require a special
exception for this use in the FA and FB Zones.
E) By amending Section 5.02 (c-l-c) to require a special
exception for this use in the FA and FB Zones.
F) By amending Section 5.02 (c-7) to require a special
exception for this use in the C, I-l and 1-2 Zones and to prohibit
this use in the FA and FB Zones.
G) By amending Section 5.02 (c-8) to prohibit this use in the FA
and FB Zones.
V) Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment Number V of the
Bow Zoning Ordinance, as proposed by the Planning Board as
follows:
Amending the current Sections 3.01 , 3.32 and 3.58 relative to the
term "Abutter", "Lot" and "Setback"; deletion of Section 3.13
and Article (17) relative to Cluster Development.
VI) Are you in favor of adoption ofAmendment Number VI of the Bow
Zoning Ordinance, as proposed by the Planning Board, as follows:
Providing a new definition for "Buildable Land" in Section
3.08A; deleting the phrase "such as duplexes, apartments and
condominiums" from Section 5.02 (a-2) and 14.06(d); addition
of a triple asterisk to the column heading "(Acres)" in Section
6.02 and adding a new footnote to that section which reads
"Buildable Land"; amending(d-l) and(d-2) of Section 14.06(d)
to read "Those multi-dwelling uses identified in Section 5.02(a-
2) may be permitted as special exceptions in the "RU" and "R"
district subject to the following conditions and safeguards", (d-
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1) The building height shall not exceed two stories, (d-2)
Maximum number of dwelling units for the lot shall be
calculated as follows: one unit for the minimum 2 acre
buildable land for the first unit in each building and Vi acre of
buildable land for each additional unit in each building."
VII) Are you in favor of adoption of Amendment VII of the Bow
Zoning Ordinance, as proposed by the Planning Board, as follows:
Amending Section 5.02 {d-2) to prohibit commercial television
and radio towers from the RU Zone.
3. To see if the Town will vote to establish the Traffic Signal Capital
Reserve Fund for the construction of traffic signalization at the
intersection of Knox, White Rock Hill, Logging Hill and Bow Center
Roads; further to raise and appropriate the sum of Twenty-five
Thousand Two Hundred Dollars ($25,200) to be placed in said fund,
said appropriation to be contingent upon the receipt of Twenty-five
Thousand Two Hundred Dollars ($25,200) by the Board of Selectmen
from Bow Commons Associates.
4. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Ten
Thousand Three Hundred Thirty-three Dollars ($10,333) to be added to
the Capital Reserve Funds as indicated.
1990 Highway Plower/Sander $5,000
1990 Parks and Recreation DepL
Pick-up Truck $5,333
(Recommended by the Budget Committee)
5. To see if the Town will vote to create a Capital Reserve Fund for
replacement of the Rescue Squad vehicle, and to raise and appropriate
the sum of Seven Thousand Dollars ($7,000) to be placed in that
Fund.
(Recommended by the Budget Committee)
6. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of One
Hundred Ninety Five Thousand Dollars ($195,000) for the purchase of a
Fire Department pumper/tanker; Twenty Five Thousand Dollars plus
accumulated interest of which will be withdrawn from the Capital
Reserve Fund created for that purpose; the remainder to be raised by
taxation in the current year.
(Recommended by the Budget Committee)
7. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Eighty-
nine Thousand Five Hundred Dollars ($89,500) for the following
Capital Improvements:
Repair/Restoration of Town Buildings SIO.OOO
Replacement Police Cruiser 15.500
Reconstruction. Allen Road 40.000
hngineering Studies. Page/Brown Hill Int. lO.OOO
Municipal Office Automation 14.{)()()
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(Recommended by the Budget Committee)
(Pursuant to the Capital Improvement Plan)
8. To see if the Town will authorize the Board of Trustees, Baker Free
Library, to expend funds and accrued interest from the Capital Reserve
Fund created for that purpose, in the amount of Seven Thousand Four
Hundred Sixty Seven Dollars ($7,467) (Article 10, 1966 Town Meeting)
for repair of the roof of the Library.
(Recommended by the Budget Committee)
9. To see if the Town will vote to authorize payment in the amount of Fifty
Eight Thousand Six Hundred Seventy Dollars ($58,670) for its
proportional use of the Concord Landfill from January 1, 1989 through
March 3, 1989. and its share of the closure cost of said Landfill. (This is
the first of three equal payments).
(Recommended by the Budget Committee)
10. To see if the Town will vote to authorize removal of all accrued interest
from the so-called Dry Bridge Capital Reserve Fund to be applied to
payment of the Town's share of said bridge reconstruction.
(Recommended by the Budget Committee)
1 1. To see if the Town will raise and appropriate an estimated sum ofTwo
Thousand Five Hundred Fifty Two Dollars ($2,552) for participation in
a regional, one-day Household Hazardous Waste Collection Program.
This program will enhance the proper disposal of hazardous household
products such as paint thinners, solvents, pesticides and the like.
1 2. To see ifthe Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum ofOne Hundred
Thousand Dollars ($100,000) to be placed in the Capital Reserve Fund for
Town Reappraisal; to fund this action by rescinding the action taken through
Article 1 2 at the 1 988 Town Meeting, that Article raising and appropriating
the sum of One Hundred Thirty Thousand Dollars ($130,000) for the
purchase of land; said land no longer available for purchase.
13. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Treasurer, with the approval
of the Selectmen, to appoint a Deputy Treasurer, in accordance with
RSA 41:29- a. Said Deputy shall be sworn, shall have the powers of the
Treasurer, and may be removed at the pleasure of the Treasurer.
Compensation shall be determined by the Selectmen.
(Recommeded by the Budget Committee)
14. To see if the Town will vote to discontinue and relinquish all interest in
Old Logging Hill road, so-called, a Class VI highway, from its beginning
on the current Logging Hill Road to its end on White Rock Hill Road,
pursuant to RSA 231:43.
1 5. To see if the Town will vote to rescind the action taken under Article 25
at the 1977 Town Meeting; said Article separating the Bow Rescue
Squad and the Bow Fire Department; thereby enabling the voluntary
merger of that Squad and Department in 1989.
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16. To see if the Town will vote to accept, as a donation from Bow
Commons Associates, the construction of a sewer line on a portion of
Logging Hill road, from its beginning a distance of approximately 1.1
miles; said sewer to be constructed under the terms and conditions
specified in a signed Agreement between Bow Commons Associates and
the Bow Sewer Commission, dated November 7, 1988. The Town will
have to assume full responsibility for maintenance once the sewer is
constructed and accepted by the Town
17. To seeiftheTown will vote to rescind that portion ofthe action taken on
Article 14 ofthe 1972 Town Meeting, an article which charged the Road
Agent, under the direction of the Selectmen, for the care and
maintenance of . . . all public cemeteries within the Town, as authorized
by RSA 245:7; the balance of said Article remaining in effect
18. To see what action the Town will take in respect to the following
question: Shall we adopt the provisions ofRSA 80:58-86 for a real estate
tax lien procedure? These statutes provide that tax sales to private
individuals for non-payment of property taxes on real estate are replaced
with a real estate tax lien procedure under which only a municipality or
county where the property is located or the state may aquire a tax lien
against land and buildings for unpaid taxes. (Petitioned Article)
19. To see if the Town will vote to rescind the action taken at the 1967
Annual Meeting (under Article 23 ofthe warrant thereoO establishing a
board of sewer commissioners pursuant to RSA 252:19; and to transfer
to and vest in the Selectmen the duties and powers of the Town with
respect to common drains, sewers, sewer systems, and sewage treatment
facilities that are conferred upon mayors and aldermen in cities by RSA
149-1. (By Petition) (By Ballot)
20. To see if the Town will vote to designate Putney Road, between its
beginning at Brown Hill Road to the Dunbarton line, as a scenic road,
with no work to be undertaken on it other than the maintenance
outlined in RSA 231:158 allowed without prior written consent ofthe
Bow Conservation Commission. (By Petition)
21. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to borrow money
in anticipation of taxes.
22. To see if the Town will vote to accept the budget as presented by the
Budget Committee and to determine the amount to be raised and
appropriated for Town expenses, and to pass any vote in relation
thereto.
23. To hear the reports of standing Committees and take any action relating
thereto.
24. To transact any other business which may legally come before said
meeting.
26
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Single Family Building Permits Issued
Town of Bow> New Hampshire
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Water/Air Pollution Control Exemption 3,621,984
Total Exemptions Allowed 4,779,933
Net Valuation on Which Tax Rate Is Computed $ 170,370,940
STATEMENT OF APPROPRIATIONS
TAXES ASSESSED AND TAX RATE
Total Town Appropriations $ 2,450,271
Total Revenues and Credits 1,238,741
Net Town Appropriations 1,21 1,530
Net School Tax Assessments 4,880,549
County Tax Assessment 639.984
Total of Town, School and County 6,732,063
Deduct: Total Business Profits Tax Reimbursement 132,443
Add: War Service Credits 24,650
Add: Overlay 3,190
Property Taxes to Be Raised $ 6,627,430
Valuation Tax Rate Property Taxes To Be Raised
170.370,940 X 38.90 = $6,627,430
37
Bow's Tax Rate Distribution
(10-Year Summary)
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Summary of Town Clerk Account
DEBITS
Permits & Fees Issued
Motor Vehicle Permits-Title Fees $535,224.00
Dog Licenses
Town Share-489 Issued 1,536.50
State Share 244.50 1.781.00
Motor Vehicle Title Fees
and UCC Filing Fees 3.701.22









Motor Vehicle Permit Fees
and Decals $535,224.00
Dog Licenses 1,781.00
Motor Vehicle Title Fees
and UCC Filing Fees 3.701.22









SUMMARY OF TAX ACCOUNTS
Fiscal Year Ended December 31, 1988
Levies of
Debits
Uncollected Taxes - Beginning




Taxes Committed to Collector:
Property Taxes
























Property Taxes 6.391.80 330.00
Sewer Rents 172.00
Uncollected Taxes End of
Fiscal Year:
Property Taxes 405.753.70
Land Use Change Tax 6.317.00
Yield Taxes 1.207.00
Sewer Rents 5,989.50
Total Credits 6,707,809.98 252,373.80
(1) These uncollected balances should be the same as last years ending
balances.
(2) Overpayments should be included as part of regular remittance items.
Summary of Tax Sale/Tax Lien Accounts
Fiscal Year Ended December 31, 1988
Debits 1987 1986 Prior
Balance of Unredeemed Taxes
Beginning of Fiscal Year $ 7,063.77 $ 6.266.38
Taxes Sold/Executed to Town
During Fiscal Year $ 14,269.82
Interest Collected After
Sale/Lien Execution 179.33 808.93 2,084.20
Redemption Cost 246.50 68.40 171.00





Interest & Cost After Sale. .
.
Unredeemed Taxes End of Year
6.785.90
Summary of Tax Sale Accounts to Other Purchasers
Fiscal Year Ended December 31, 1988
Debits 1987 1986 Prior
Balance of Unredeemed Taxes
Beginning of Fiscal Year: $ 10.797.19 $ 55.37
Taxes Sold to Others
During Fiscal Year $ 39,597.72
Subsequent Taxes Paid 7.206.12
Interest Collected After
Tax Sale 874.14 1,205.90
Redemption Cost 87.60 129.70




Redemptions $ 18,840.60 $ 6.777.50
Interest & Cost After Sale 961.74 1,335.60
Deeded to Town During Year $ 55.37
Unredeemed Taxes End of Year 23.180.68 4.019.69
Unredeemed Subsequent Taxes 4,782.56
Total Credits 47.765.58 12.132.79 55.37
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TREASURER'S ANNUAL REPORT
Cash on hand - January 1. 1988 2,324.850.26
Receipts:
From The Tax Collector 6,530,792.85
From The Town Clerk 545,922.97
State of New Hampshire
Shared Revenue Block Grant 202,896.09
Highway Block Grant 86,333.22
Bow Police Department








Sewer Bond Payment 56,393.78
Reimbursement - Interest 1 52.72
Bow Conservation Commission 5,120.18
Recreation Department Programs 24.313.82
Welfare Department Refunds 2,952.56
Building Inspector Fees & Permits 38,933.15
Stump Fire Refund 526.64
Boston & Maine Dry Bridge Share 26,250.00
From Administrative Sources
Tax Anticipation Notes 3,000,000.00
Rent of Buildings 4,915.00
Trustees of Trust Funds 33.450.00
Sale of Town Property 198.00
UCC Fees 3.701.22
Various Refunds 4.425.90
Blue Cross Refunds 4,709.32
Insurance Refunds 16.916.00
Interest Income 73.703.01
Revenue Not Otherwise Accounted For 12.499.65
Total Revenue 10,680,073.58
Less Selectmen's Paid Orders 9.951,626.81
Cash on hand - December 31, 1988 3,053,297.03
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LOANS IN ANTICIPATION OF TAXES
Authorized by Vote of the Town of Bow, NH
Amount No. Date Date Due Date Paid Bank
$2,000,000 1 June 15, 1988 Dec. 31, 1988 Dec. 22, 1988 Amoskeag
Nat'l Bank
$1,000,000 1 Nov. 10, 1988 Dec. 31, 1988 Dec. 22, 1988 Amoskeag
Natl Bank
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DETAILED STATEMENT OF EXPENDITURES
Fiscal Year Ending December 31, 1988
Categories





6. Fuel and Utilities
7. Insurance
8. State of N.H. and Unclassified
9. New Equipment
I-l Town Officers' Salaries
1-2 Town Officers' Administrative Expense
201 Meeting Expense 3,780.73
202 Training Expense -0-
203 Manuals-Directories 293.75
210 Printing Expense 9,206.89
215 Contract Services 16,304.01
228 Property Assessment 7,788.00
229 Recording Fees 485.13
261 Equipment Repair 69.34
281 Advertising 1,61 1.88
310 Telephone 15,544.03
320 Stamps-Envelopes 1,592.30
402 Office Supplies 4.640.87
403 Photo Supplies -0-
404 Copier Supplies 3,297.67
408 Dog Tags 462.64
510 Mileage 490.00
530 Gasoline 869.63
560 Auto Parts-Supplies 2.108.12
611 Sewer Use 222.00
820 State of New Hampshire-
Marriage Licenses 273.00
825 State of New Hampshire-
Fish and Game 4.401.10
900 Office Equipment 1,907.95
297 Delivery of Town Reports.
.
350.00
1-3 Election and Registration












213 Building Repairs 1,953.52
441 Building Repair Mts 58.14
610 Electricity 170.09
MUNICIPAL BUILDING
HI Custodial Salary 18.172.44
234/266
245 Building Repairs 2,552.48
305 Fire Alarm 37.54
441 Building Repair Sup 1,190.45
443/462 Minor Eqpt 47.55
483 Custodial Supplies 1,424.73
610 Electricity 6,476.72
620 Natural Gas 6,132.94
COMMUNITY BUILDING
213 Building Repairs 1,699.86
215 Contract Services 296.80
413 Paint 185.52
441 Building Rep. Mtr 2,701.08
483 Custodial Supplies 591.32
610 Electricity 4,086.49
620 Natural Gas 337.76
640 Fuel Oil 7,294.85
HIGHWAY GARAGE
215 Contract Services 2,590.65
234 Fire Extinguishers 23.00
245 Bldg. Repairs/Materials. . .
.
2.136.05
305 Fire Alarm 225.84
340 Radios -0-
413 Paint 1,248.00
441 Building Materials 592.24
462 Tools 845.00
483 Custodial Supplies 676.75
610 Electricity 3.050.63
640 I-ucl Oil 4,724.46
901 New Eqpt 180.58




















310 Woodhill Line 312.39
320 Postage 184.00
340 Radios-Repairs 2,397.66
402 Office Supplies 539.36
403 Photo Supplies 513.95
469 Special Police Equipment
.
2.377.60
480 Dog Expense 128.85
484 Lamps-Flashlights -0-
485 Special Police Department
Supplies 1.640.40
510 Mileage -0-




570 Cruiser Parts-Service 2,668.09
912 Office Equipment 1,007.15
933 Auto Equipment 14,476.16





202 Training Schools 802.00
203 Subscriptions 125.45
215 Contract Services 22,281.10
221 Medical Fees 135.82
234 Service Extinguishers 125.50
320 Postage ^ 25.00
340 Radios-Repairs 8,799.14
401 Fire Prevention Supplies
.
269.70
402 Office Supplies 206.28
413 Paint 263.82
461 Replace Equipment 13,596.91
464 Uniforms-Clothing 2,044.46










540 Auto Parts 1,686.44
550 Tires 613.07
551 Batteries 458.15
560 Chiefs Car -0-
570 Outside Repairs 1,038.24
II-3 Rescue Squad
112 Part-Time Salaries 1,309.25
202 Training 488.00
310 Telephone 127.15
221 Hepatitis Shots 1,839.60
340 Radios-Repairs 2,954.30
402 Office Supplies 88.15
461 Replace Equipment 194.95
481 First Aid Supplies 371.99
485 Custodial Supplies 517.70
530 Gasoline 109.56
560 Auto Parts-Repair 356.51
610 Oxygen 105.74





202/203 Training Subscriptions .... 97.75
210 Printing 571.74






























11-12 Building Code Board of Appeals
112 Salaries
320 Postage
III-l Health & Sanitation
850 Visiting Nurse
III-2 Town Dump
1 1 1 Salaries
213 Bldg. Imp
215 Contract Services
215 City of Concord
215 Coop Share
610 Electricity
rV-1 Town Maintenance-Highway Payroll
rV-1 Town Maintenance-Winter/Summer
243 Snow Removal/Sanding . . .









244/266 Traffic Lines/Minor Eqpt
.
5,639.40
341 Radio Repair 3.817.53
413 Paint 142.35
424 Drainage Materials 3,291.39
203/426 Manuals/Grade Stakes .... 78.97
441 Bldg. Materials 7.83
445 Traffic Cont. Supplies 3,495.38
461 Replace EqpL 1,880.35
462 Hand Tools 837.25
464 Uniforms/Clothing 501.47
470 Landscape Mats 233.88
481 First Aid Supplies 97.79
499 Dog Pound 537.32
550 Tires 6,541.63
560 Auto Parts 29,827.00
562 Steel/Iron 530.09
563 Fire Chains 859.29
570 Outside Repairs 786.67




VI- 11 Public Welfare
201 Meeting Expense 185.29
235 Welfare 2,489.07






267 Repairs to Eqpt 2,279.18
245 Ground Mantnce 4,550.02
281 Advertising 21.50
287 Rental of EqpL 135.05
320 Postage 144.00
402 Supplies 51.11
481 First Aid Supplies 96.03




560 Auto Parts 277.75
610 Electricity 241.56






213/226 Building Repairs/Tools ...
.
559.38
215 Contract Services 19.95
41 1/412 Flags/Paint 44.97
461 Rep. EqpL 405.40
462/470 Tools, Supplies 1,884.06
515 Mower Parts 722.77
IX-3 Bow Business Development Comm.
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EXHIBIT A








Due From Other Governments
Due From Other Funds
Due From Others
Prepaid Expenses
Amount To Be Provided For








To the Members of
the Board of Selectmen
Town of Bow
Bow, New Hampshire
We have audited the general purpose financial statements of the Town of
Bow as of and for the year ended December 31, 1988, as listed in the table of
contents. We conducted our audit in accordance with the generally accepted
auditing standards.Those standards require that we plan and perform the audit
to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the financial statements are free
of material misstatement An audit also includes assessing the accounting
principles used and significant estimates made by management as well as
evaluating the overall financial statement presentation. We believe that our
audit provides a reasonable basis for our opinion.considered necessary in the
circumstances.
As described in Note IC, the general purpose financial statements referred to
above do not include the General Fixed Asset Group ofAccounts, which should
be included to conform with generally accepted accounting principles. The
amount that should be recorded in the General Fixed Assets Account Group is
not known. Also, the general purpose financial statements do not include the
Sewer Commission financial records which were imcomplete and not in an
auditable condition.
In our opinion, except that omission of the General Fixed Asset Group of
Accounts and the Sewer Commission financial records results in an incomplete
presentation, as explained in the above paragrapn, the general purpose
financial statements referred to above present fairly, in all material respects, the
financial position of the Town of Bow at December 31, 1988. and the results of
its operations for the year then ended, in conformity with generally accepted
accounfing principles.
Our audit was made for the purpose of forming an opinion on the general
purpose financial statements taken as a whole. The combining and individual
fund financial statements listed in the table of contents are presented for
purposes of additional analysis and are not a required part of the general
purpose financial statements of the Town of Bow. Such information has been
subjected to the auditing procedures applied in the audit of the general purpose
financial statements and, in our opinion, is fairly stated in all material respects














NOTES TO THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
December 31, 1988
NOTE 1 - SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANTACCOUNTING POLICIES
The following is a summary of significant accounting policies employed in the
preparation of these financial statements.
A. Governmental Reporting Entity
The financial statements of the Town of Bow have been prepared in
conformity with generally accepted accounting principles (GAAP) as
applied to the government units. The Governmental Accounting Standards
Board (GASB) is the accepted standard-setting body for establishing
governmental accounfing and financial reporting principles. The more
significant of the government's accounting policies are described below.
For financial reporting purposes, in conformity with the National Council
on Governmental Accounting Statement Number 3, "Defining the
Governmental Report Entity", the Town ofBow includes all funds, account
groups, agencies, boards, commissions and authorities that are controlled by
or dependent on the Town's executive or legislative branches. Control by or
dependence on the Town was determined on the basis of budget adoption,
taxing authority, outstanding debt secured by revenues, or general
obligations of the Town, and obligation of the town to finance any deficits
that may occur, or receipt of significant subsidies from the Town.
B. Fund Accounting
The accounts of the Town are organized on the basis of funds or account
groups, each of which is considered a separate accounting entity. The
operations of each fund are accounted for with a separate set of self-
balancing accounts that comprise its assets, liabilities, fund equity, revenues,
and expenditures, as appropriate. Government resources are allocated to
and accounted for in individual funds based upon the purposes for which
they are to be spent and the means by which spending activities are
controlled. The various funds are grouped by type in the financial
statements. The following fund types and account groups are used by the
Town:
GOVERNMENTAL FUNDS
General Fund - The General Fund is the general operating fund of the Town.
All general tax revenues and other receipts that are not allocated by law or
contractual agreement to another fund are accounted for in this fund. From
the fund are paid the general operating expenditures, the fixed charges, and
the capital improvement costs that are not paid through other funds.
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Special Revenue Funds - Special Revenue Funds are used to account for the
proceeds of specific revenue sources (other than expendable trust or major
capital projects) requiring separate accounting because of legal or regulatory
provisions or administrative action. Included in this fund type are the
Federal Revenue Sharing, Conservation Commission and Baker Free
Liabrary Funds. As indicated in our independent auditor s report on page 1,
the financial statements of the Sewer Fund are not included in this
report.
Capital Projects Funds - Transactions related to resources obtained and used
for the acquisition, construction, or improvement of capital facilities are
accounted for in Capital Projects Funds. Such resources are derived
pricipally from proceeds of long-term notes or bonds and from Federal and
State grants. Again, we must state that the financial records of the Sewer
Construction Capital Projects Fund are not included in this report.
FIDUCIARY FUNDS
Trust andAgency Funds - Trust and Agency Funds are used to account for the
assets held in trust or as an agent for others by the Town. The
Nonexpendable and Expendable Trust Funds (which include Capital
Reserve Funds) and Developers Performance Bond Funds are shown in this
fund type.
C. Account Groups (Fixed Assets and Long-term Liabilities)
All governmental funds are accounted for on a spending or "financial fiow"
measurement focus. This means that only current assets and current
liabilities are generally included on their balance sheets. Their reported fund
balance ( not current assets) is considered a measure of"available spendable
resources". Governmental fund operating statements present increases
(revenues and other financing sources) and decreases (expenditures and
other uses) in net current assets. Accordingly, they are said to present a
summary of sources and uses of available spendable resources during a
period.
General fixed assets have been acquired for general governmental purposes
and have been recorded as expenditures in the fund making the expenditure.
These expenditures are required to be capitalized at historical cost in a
General Fixed Asset Group of Accounts for accountability purposes. In
accordance with the practices followed by other municipal entities in the
State, the Town docs not maintain a record of its general fixed assets, and,
accordingly, a statement of general fixed assets, required by generally
accepted accounting principles, is not included in this financial report.
Long-term liabilities expected to be financed from governmental funds are
accounted for in theCJeneral Long-term Debt Account Group. This account
group is not a fund. It is concerned only with the measurement of financial
position and not results of operations. Since they do not atfect net current
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assets, such long-term liabilities are not recognized as governmental fund
type liabilities. They are instead reported as liabilities in the General Long-
term Debt Account Group.
D. Basis ofAccounting
The accounts of the General, Special Revenue. Capital Projects. Expendable
Trust, and Agency Funds are maintained and reported on the modified
accrual basis of accounting. Under the modified accrual basis of accounting,
sources of financial resources and assets are recognized when measurable
and available to finance operations during the year. Uses of financial
resources and liabilities are recognized when obligations are incurred from
receipt of goods and services, when assessments are made by the State or. in
the case of judgments and claims against the Town, when there is a
probability that such judgments and claims will result in liabiities. the
amounts of which can be reasonably estimated. Exceptions to this general
rule include: 1) accumulated unpaid vacation and sick pay. and 2) principal
and interest on general long-term debt which is recognized when due. All
Nonexpendable Trust Funds are accounted for using the accrual basis of
accounting.
E. Budgetary Accounting
General governmental revenues and expenditures accounted for in
budgetary funds are controlled by a formal integrated budgetary accounting
system in accordance with various legal requirements which govern the
Town s operadons. State Statutes require balanced budgets, but provide for
the use of beginning general fund unreserved fund balance to achieve that
end. In 1988, the beginning fund balance was applied as follows:
Unreserved Fund Balance
Used To Reduce Tax Rate $ 1 10.519
Beginning Fund Balance -
Reserved For Encumbrances 1 18.950
Total Use of Beginning Fund Balance $ 229.469
F. Encumbrances
Encumbrance accounting, under which purchase orders, contracts, and
continuing appropriations (certain projects and specific items not fully
expended at year end) are recognized, is employed in the governmental
funds. Encumbrances are not the equivalent of expenditures and are
therefore reported as part of the fund balance at December 31, 1988 and are
carried forward to supplement appropriations of the subsequent year.
The General Fund reserve for encumbrances at December 31. 1988 is
detailed in Exhibit A-2 and totals $216,082.
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G. Cash and Investments
At year end. the carrying amount of the Town s deposits was $3,801,714 and
the bank balance was $3,731,295. Of the bank balance, $365,738 was covered
by Federal depository insurance and $3,365,557 was uninsured.
State Statutes authorize the Town to invest excess funds in the custody of the
Treasurer in obligations of the United States Government, in savings bank
deposits of banks incorporated under the laws of the State of New
Hampshire, in certificates of deposit ofbanks incorporated under the laws of
the State ofNew Hampshire, or in national banks located within this State or
the State of Massachusetts. These financial statements report investments in
certificates of deposit and savings bank deposits under the caption Cash and
Equivalents.
The Town is further authorized to invest Trust Funds in obligations of
political subdivisions and stocks and bonds, as they are legal for investment
by New Hampshire savings banks. Capital Reserve Funds must be kept
separate and not intermingled with Trust Funds. Capital Reserve Funds
may be invested only in savings bank deposits ofNew Hampshire banks, or
in United States or State of New Hampshire bonds or notes.
Investments in all instances are stated at cost or. in the case of donated
investments, at market value at the time of bequest or receipt. Investments at
year end are as follows:
Library
Trust Funds
J. Taxes Collected For Others
The property taxes collected by the Town include taxes levied for the Bow
School District and Merrimack County, which are remitted to these
governmental units as required by law. The ultimate responsibility for the
collection of taxes rests with the Town.
IL'Property Taxes
The National Council on Governmental Accounting, Interpretation 3,
referring to property tax revenue recognition, requires disclosure if property
taxes receivable, which are to be collected beyond a period of 60 days
subsequent to years end, are recognized on the balance sheet and not
reserved. In accordance with the practice followed by other municipal
entities in the State of New Hampshire, the Town of Bow annually
recognizes, without reserve, all taxes receivable at the end of the fiscal year.
The Town feels this practice of accrual is justified, as it more appropriately
matches the liability to the school district entity at December 31 with
collections which are intended to finance these payments through June 30 of
the following year.
Annually, the Town establishes and raises through taxation an amount for
abatements and refunds of property and resident taxes, known as overlay.
All abatements and refunds are charged to this account. The amount raised
in 1988 was $3,160 and expenditures amounted to $24,922.
As prescribed by law, the tax collector sells at tax sale all uncollected
property taxes in the following year after taxes are due. The purchaser at tax
sale has a priority tax lien on these properties and accrues interest at 18% per
annum. Delinquent taxpayers must redeem property from tax sale
purchasers.
Property is sold to the party who will accept a lien for the least undivided
interest in the property for payment of taxes and related costs due. If property
is not redeemed within the two-year redemption period, the property is tax-
deeded to the lien holder.
L. Interfund Transactions
During the course of normal operations, the Town has numerous
transactions between funds, including expenditures and transfers of
resources to provide services and fund capital outlay. The accompanying
governmental and fiduciaiy fund financial statements reflect such trans-
actions as transfers.
M.Interfund Receivable and Payable Balances
Individual fund interfund receivable and payable balances at December 31,
19SN were as follows:
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$25,000 in 1989, and $20,000 through 2007;
interest variable from 5.40% to 8.25% 385.000
Total $ 522,000
All of the above issues are being paid out of the Sewer Fund. The $6,000
annual payment on the first issue above, due on December 31,1 988, was not
paid until February 1989 and, therefore, is still reported as due at December
31, 1988.
The annual requirements to amortize all debt outstanding as of December
31, 1988. including interest payments, are as follows:
Annual Requirements To Amortize Long-term Debt
Fiscal Year Ending General Obligation Debt
December 31 Principal Interest Total
1989
All Town full-time employees are eligible to participate in the system.
Employees who retire before age 65 are entitiled to a retirement benefit equal
to 1/60 of the employees average final compensation multiplied by years of
service. After attainment of age 65. the payment by the retirement system is
reduced to 1/66 of the average final compensation. The system also provides
death and disability benefits which are established by State Statute.
Covered employees other than police and fire personnel are required by
State Statute to contribute 4.6% of their salary to the plan through June 30,
1988 and 5% thereafter; police and firemen contribute 9.3%. The Town is
required by the same statute to contribute a percentage of the employees
salary, based on an actuarial valuation of the entire State plan performed
June 30, 1985. These contributions represented 4.8% for police. 9.29% for
firemen and 2.94% for all other employees through June 30. 1988. From July
1 . 1 988. the Town's contribution rates were 5.53% for police. 9.29% for firemen
and 2.67% for all other employees. The contribution requirments for the year
ended December 3 1 , 1 988 were $58,028. which consisted of $2 1 .832 from the
Town and $36,196 from employees.
The "pension benefit obligadon" is a standardized disclosure measure ofthe
present value of pension benefits, adjusted for the effects of projected salary
increases and step-rate benefits, estimated to be payable in the future as a
result of employee service to date. The measure, which is the actuarial
present value of credited projected benefits, is intended to help users assess
the system's funding status on a going-concern basis, assess progress made
in accumulating sufficient assets to pay benefits when due. and make
comparisons among retirement systems and employers. The State retire-
ment system does not make separate measurments of assets and pension
benefit obligations for individual employers. According to plan admin-
istrators., the pension benefit obligation at June 30. 1987 for the system as a
whole, determined through an actuarial valuation performed as of that date,
was $633,344,000. the system's net assets available for benefits on June 30.
1987 (valued at market) were estimated at $792,615,988. leaving no unfunded
pension benefit obligation. The percentage that the Town of Bow has in
relation to the entire plan cannot be determined.
NOTE 4 - TRUST FUNDS
The principal amount of all Nonexpendable Trust Funds is restricted either
by law or by terms of individaul bequests, in that only income earned maybe
expended. The Town's Nonexpendable Trust Funds at December 31. 1988








Note 7 - Concord Regional Solid Waste/Resource Recovery Cooperative
During 1985. the Town entered into an intergovernmental agreement with
several municipalities to create a cooperative among them in order to design,
construct, operate and maintain a "centralized solid-waste-to-energy
facility". Under the terms oithe agreement, each municipality is obligated to
appropriate annually its share of the budgeted costs of the ensuing fiscal
period. This agreement was subsequently ratified by a special act of the
Legislature.
Note 8 - Capital Lease Agreements for Equipment
The Town has entered into the following lease-purchase agreeement for
telephone equipment, which provides for annual payments as follows:








Note y - Amount ofProperty Taxes Assessed Against Public Seirice Company ofNew
Hampshire in I9SS ($J.044.SS2)
The amount of property taxes assessed against the Public Service Company
of New Hampshire in 1988 was $3,044,882. which represents approximately
46% of the total property taxes assessed of $6,609,141. This constituted a
significant portion of the Town's revenue in 1988. A serious financial
situation could develop if the Town failed to collect this tax on a current
basis. The result of Public Sei-vice Company of New Hampshire's
declaration of bankruptcy on January 29, 1988, should further affirm the
potential ot a possible financial dilemma for the Town.
Note 10 - Restatement (f Prior-Year Fund Balances
We have been ad\ ised by the Town thai the Bow Bog Meeting House Trust
lunds should be listed as an expendable trust fund rather than
nonexpendable. We. therefore, have made (he following adjuslmenl to the
prior-year fund balances lo recogni/e this lact.
Town Trust Funds
lo Keclassity




Statement of Estimated and Actual Revenues






















Motor Vehicle Permit Fees
Dog Licenses
Business Licenses. Permits and
Fees
Total Licenses and Permits. . . .
Charges For Services
Income From Departments
Rent of Town Property
Total Charges For Services. . . .
Miscellaneous Revenues
Interests on Deposits
Sale t)t" Cemelci"\ Lots
Other
'
Bow Commons TralTic Light ....





Revenue Sharing Fund 15-000 14.885 ( 11^5)
Conservation Commission Fund 15-1-5 \5A25
Total Other Financing Sources 15.000 30.010 15-010
Total Revenues $7,722,769 . $7.725.724 $ 2.955
Unreserved Fund Balance
Used To Reduce Tax Rate 110-519
Total Revenues and Use of
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CHIEF Peter A. Cheney
LT. Robert C. Graves
SGT. Bruce E. Price
SGT. Paul M. Stone
PTLM. Bruce A. Jacklin
CPL. Kelvin H. Clark
PTLM. Martin K. Ardine
Auxiliary Officers
PTLM. Richard F. Bean
PART-TIME SECRETARY
Annette T Currier
A growing problem involving ATV's (all wheeled vehicles) came to a head
in June of 1988, when some landowners and members of the Bow Pioneer
Snowmobile club met with the Board of Selectmen to voice their concerns
and problems with ATVs involving the destruction of private property, soil
erosion and trespassing. Many landowners saw no alternatives but to post
their property from all trespassing. This would have had an adverse effect on
the Bow Pioneer Snowmobile Club trail system which is enjoyed by so many
residents, not only for snowmobiling but also hiking, cross country skiing,
hunting, fishing etc. In a joint effort delivery of a two-page notice to all
residents in Bow was accomplished in November. The notice was distributed
in order to make everyone aware of the existing problems and the specific
laws that were being violated and in hopes that the residents using these trails
would take proper action to diminish the problems at hand. In August as part
of the police department's job to protect property of another, I initiated a
directive that any ATV found in violation of R.S.A. 215-A:29 X 1 (written land
owners permission required) would be towed at the owners expense, along
with the issuance of a summons for that violation and any other violation
applicable. From mid-August to years end. and with limited resources for
such a taskwe were able to apprehend 24 ATV's. Of the total; 10 were from out
ofTown. (Concord, Manchester, Bedford). By month; August accounted for 7.
September 12. October 1. November 3. December 1. On an annual basis,
apprehensions totaled 26 in 1988. 8 in 1987 and 2 in 1986. We are losing large
parcels of land each year due to development. Lefs not force the few
remaining large parcel land owners to post their land, ending the privilege so
many enjoy. RESPECT THE PROPERTY OF ANOTHER.
Illegal dumping of garbage, old household appliances, building materials
etc. on private land as well as on town land is becoming an increasing
problem, partly due to landfill closures. If anyone witnesses this type of
activity try to get a vehicle registration number, description of vehicle, identity
of person(s) involved and call the police immediately. We don't want these
eyesores in our town.
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Due to the increase of densely populated areas in town and for safety
reasons I have submitted a proposal to our representative Peter Stio for the
1989 legislative session. This proposal would increase the present area in town
where all hunting will be forbidden with any firearm other than a shotgun,
muzzle loading rifle of bow and arrow. The present restricted area was
adopted in 1975. Needless to say, in the past 13 years this town has grown
substantially.
As you review your police Departments" statistical data for 1988, you will
notice that radar arrests were up to 459. That is almost a 25% increase over the
1987 total of 367. Although there were no fatals in 1988. remember that speed
and/or DWl are the main causes of accidents.
As we prepare to set our goals for 1989, 1 must first thank the residents and
businesses of Bow for the continued support, cooperation and assistance
given my department members when needed this past year.








Bow Police telephone (Incoming. Outgoing calls). . .
.
28,340 21,806 19,993
Bow Radio Transmission 54,338 43,584 48,626
*Dunbarton Police Telephone (Incoming,
Outgoing calls) 2,903
*Dunbarton Radio Transmissions 4,626


















Arrests/Summons for other departments. 102
Assaults 2
cleared 2




















D.W.I, arrests 10 15 15
Emergency vehicle needed (ambulance)
.
139 135 118
Escapees (returned to NH hospital. YDC, 1 2 6
Jail)
General complaints 474 376 399
Harrassment complaints 35 26 21
Industry checks per day 104 94 90
Investigations (does not include juvenile) 136 153 217
Junk car complaints 2 3 1
Juvenile Investigations 74 81
Juvenile Complaints 57 56 60
cleared 43 56 31
Juvenile Court/Petitions/Probation 22 47 6
Larceny 76 61 60
cleared 5 13 9
Lost person, missing or wanted person .
.
20 11 11
found 18 8 11
Misdemeanor and Felony Arrests. 66 61 47
Motor vehicle complaints 132 121 145
lockouts 61 56 53
warnings/checks 518 696 748
defective equipment tags 45 49 141
arrests 324 266 310
radar arrests 459 367 227




Pistol Permit/investigations 100 104 76
Snowmobile complaints 4 1
Stolen vehicles 9 6 3
recovered 11 3 3
Street lights complaints 7 23 23
Suspicious person/prowler complaints 135 90 104
Suspicious vehicle 148 144 194
Untimely death/investigation 4 5 5
Total miles patroled 110,186 112,764 104.916
*new for 1988
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BOW POLICE DISPATCH CENTER
Full Time Part Time
Margaret Lougee Robert Lougee
Gloria Mullavey Neil Smith
Martha Plummer Joe Francoeur
Eric Bourne Cheryl Bucknam
The Bow Police Dispatch Center is located at the Bow Municipal Building
at 1 Grandview Road and all residents are welcome to visit As in the past, the
Dispatch Center operates 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. The Dispatch Center
is here to serve you in many different aspects, such as, receiving incoming
telephone calls for Police, Rescue. Fire, Highway, Civil Defense, Recreation
and Community Building functions.
The Dispatcher, upon receiving any of the above calls, will then take the
necessary action, i.e. contact the police officers, tone out the rescue squad, call
Tri-State Ambulance Service, call central fire alarm, notify the highway
department town engineer, and notify any other agencies that may be needed,
as well as activate" the emergency operation center for civil defense if
necessary.
Should the need arise that you have to call Dispatch in an emergency
PLEASE REMEMBER TO PROVIDE THE FOLLOWING
INFORMATION:
1. WHO (who is calling)
2. WHERE (where is the location)
3. WHAT (what is the problem)
BOW POLICE DEPARTMENT TELEPHONE NUMBER 228-0511
The OPERATION CALL- IN is still in effect The program was
implemented in December of 1981 and presently has 20 Bow residents
involved on a daily basis. The program remains in effect for senior citizens,
handicapped, and residents living alone. Information about the program may
be obtained at the Dispatch Center. Neighborhood watch decals and
handbooks and telephone stickers are available at the Dispatch Center.
Thank you again for your continued support and cooperation.
Dutifully yours.
LIEUT. ROBERT C. GRAVES
NO








Total number of Calls
Total number of Radio Trans
Average # of calls p/day
Incoming Calls increased 30% in 1988
Average # of Radio Trans p/day




The Bow Fire Department answered a total of 254 alarms during 1988. This
is a decrease with alarms over 1987. These alarms were answered with a
response time of 3.1 minutes. The breakdown of alarms is as follows:
Appliance Fires
As in the past we wish to thank the Ladies Auxiliary for all the support they
give us during the year, the money they give us and money raised by the
Department. We used some of this money to purchase training aids such as a
monitor TV and VCR during 1988.
We wish to invite anyone interested in visiting our station to come in any
Wednesday night or during week days from 8:00 am - 4:00 pm.
Please remember the telephone number to call for fire or ambulance is 225-
3355.
Respectfully submitted,
CHIEF ROGER S. ORDWAY
and the Officers of the
Fire Department
BOW FIRE DEPARTMENT ROSTER
REPORT OF TOWN FOREST FIRE WARDEN
AND STATE FOREST RANGER
Between July 1987 and June 1988, we experienced more fires than normal.
The three leading causes of forest fires were again children, fires kindled
without written permission of a Forest Fire Warden and debris burning. All
causes are preventable, but only with your help.
Please help our town and state forest fire officials with forest fire
prevention. Contact your Forest Fire Warden for more information.
Enforcement of a state timber harvest regulation is the responsibility of
State Forestry officials. Our State has excellent timber harvest regulations;
however, your assistance is needed.
If you know of a logging operation and suspect a state timber harvest law
may be violated, call your Forest Fire Warden, Concord Forest Protection
Headquarters (603) 271-2217, or local Forest Ranger.
On January 1, 1989, the Deceptive Forestry Business Practices Law (RSA
224:54) goes into effect This law, in summary, states that a person is guilty of a
misdemeanor if, in the course of buying or selling a forest product uses a false
weight or measure for falsely determining any quality or quantity of a forest
product. For more information, contact one of the persons mentioned
above.
Forest Fire Statistics - 1988
Number Fires Statewide 498
Acres Burned Statewide 509.10
Cost of Suppression Statewide $78,144.93
District - Fires Reported 53
Acres Burned 34'/2
Cost of Suppression $12,604
Town - Fires Reported 11
Acres Burned -
Cost of Suppression $500.00
Respectfully submitted.
ROGER S. ORDWAY. Warden
RICHARD CHASE, Forest Ranger
S4
REPORT OF THE BOW RESCUE SQUAD
During 1988 there were a total of 131 request for medical assistance,
responded to by either Bow Rescue or a private ambulance service:
Bow Residents - 35
Motor Vehicle Accidents - 7
Fire Dept. Stand-bys - 22
Non Residents - 3
Mass Casualty Drills - 2
Number of Patients Transported to Concord Hospital - 33
Total Private Ambulance Calls - 63
The active and associate members of the squad maintained their
certifications in CPR, AFA & EC or EMT. and hold ambulance attendants
licenses issued by the state of NH. Presently we have 6 active and 3 associate
members.
At our annual meeting in December the following officers were elected for
1989:
Director Robert Lougee Board of Trustees:
Asst. Director James Kibby Margaret Lougee, Term expires 1991
Secretary Eric Bourn Diana Shirlock, Term expires 1990
Treasurer Peter Lougee Mary Lougee, Term expires 1989
The Rescue Squad is on duty from 6 PM through 6 AM, daily.
I would like to thank the Town Departments, Board of Selectmen,
individuals and organizations who helped make this year a success.
After 12 years of faithful service, I would like to thank the Bow Dispatch
Center, under the guidance of Lt. Robert Graves, for their dispatching of the
Squad over the years. Effective January 1, 1989 the Rescue Squad will be





REPORT OF TOWN BUILDING INSPECTOR/
TOWN ENGINEER
To the Residents of Bow: I hereby respectfully submit my 1988 report.
Please find within the results of the past year.
As predicted building permits for new housing has fallen off Total
revenues collected for the year 1988 were $38,394.55
Average estimated cost for the 46 new homes was $5,517,000.00
New Homes 46 - average estimated cost per home without land, septic, well
and landscaping was $119,934 per home.
Residential garages 26 - average estimated cost per garage $13,960.
Sheds and Barns 6 - average estimated cost per unit $9,166.
Pools 27 - average estimated cost per pool $10,907.
Additions 58 - average estimated cost per addition $13,600.
Non- residential buildings 13 - average estimated cost per each building
$243,233.
Total inspections as of December 31, 1988 was 998 with many structures still
in various stages of construction. These inspections included:
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Transfer Station Attendant 5 mos.
Signiflcant Projects Completed
Page and Birchdale Intersection
Drainage and Shimming Hunter Drive
Drainage- White Rock Hill Road
Trimming- South Bow Road
Tree Removal - Bow Bog and Bow Center Intersection
Repair of Turee Pond Road
Paint Highway Garage
Uniformity of Signs - Transfer Station & Highway Garage; Cemetery
Signs to be installed in spring
Wall and Additional Container at Transfer Station
Plow/School Bus Turnaround. Putney Road
UpComing Projects for 1989
Straighten curve on Allen Road at Patsfield Gravel Pit
Computerized Road Survey to prioritize repairs, paving and
reconstruction
Paving as many roads as budget will allow
Engineering for Brown Hill - Page Road improvements
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BOW HIGHWAY SAFETY COMMITTEE
1988 was a busy year in the area of highway improvements for Bow. The
following u a summary of the past year and a look ahead to the current
year.
The fall of 1988 saw the completion of the Page Road Birchdale Road
intersection by our own Bow Highway Department The work consisted of
regrading both roads and changing the elevations to provide better sight
distances in all directions, as well as improving the turning radii.
Also completed this Fall, was the trimming and removal of trees at the
corner of Bow Bog Road and Bow Center Road. This work has significantly
improved the sight distance for those drivers attempting to access Bow Center
Road from Bow Bog Road.
Started this Fall, after many years of planning, was the contruction of the
Dry Bridge over the B & M tracks on River Road. This $1.3M bridge is the
result of many years of effort on the part of many Town officials over the past
15 or 20 years to resolve this safety problem. The cost to the Town of Bow will
be in the range of $60,000 with the Federal, State and Railroad picking up the
balance. The commission would like to thank all those, who for so many
years, tirelessly plugged along to see that this problem would finally be
resolved.
Looking to the future your Commission made a small change in its priority
list for improving town roads. For 1989 we recommended adding the
straightening of the curve on the northerly end of the Allen Rd. The Page
Road/Brown Hill Rd. construction will be moved to 1990 with engineering
and planning to be completed in 1989. The monies allocated for these two
projects are listed in the Capital Improvements Plan, as well as additional
road improvements and there approximate start dates and estimated
costs.
The Highway Safety Committee extends its thanks to the Police
Department, Fire Department, Highway Department, Rescue Squad,
Planning Board and citizens for their support of the committee's work.
Respectfully submitted,
ALFRED WARD, ROBERT LOUGEE,
Selectmen's Representative Rescue Squad Director
PETER CHENEY, JAMES BUCKNAM,
Chief-Police Department Citizen's Representative
ROGER ORDWAY. PETER STIO,





What do you get when you take 5 workers (very enthusiastic). 3 Volunteer
readers (very generous and talented) and a building full of books, cassettes,
video tapes and art and open it 30 hours a week? A very special, busy, friendly
and growing library. Over the past year 137 new families have registered and
our circulation figures continue to increase. Our services have also expanded
to include a larger cassette collection, a PBS video collection and the
beginnings of a lending Art collection. Request for computer searches have
been filled and books have been obtained for people from all over the state of
N.H. We are proud to announce we also received our Associate level
acceptance from the State library.
Congratulations are in order for Donna Terrell and Charlotte Buxton for
their extra effort in taking a Reference course offered this fall through the
School for Lifelong Learning. The course involved a great deal of hands on
research and exposed them both to the vast number of sources available in
our own library and at the State library.
Karen Crouse. one of our Wednesday morning readers, left N.H. for
Washington, D.C.. To thank her for her contribution to our story times we
gave her a small thank you pin and wished her well in her new home. Luci
LaChance remained with us and provided a wonderful Wednesday am for all
story listeners and their Moms and Dads. Additional readers who we thank
are Barbara Houldsworth, Donna Hopkins, June Branscom and Betsy
Mills.
In July we solicited funds from residents and businesses in both Bow and
Concord to purchase a video collection being offered by the MacArthur
Foundation which included PBS productions from over the years. Due to the
wonderful support received, on such short notice, we were able to purchase
half of the collection. The "10 Series" is processed and available for
circulation. The series covers a wide variety of topics and will help increase
the research value of our collection.
During National Childrens Book Week we opened the building on Tuesday
and Thursday morning so that Betty could give a tour to all the Bow
Elementary first grades. We enjoyed meeting all the first graders and look
forward to future visits from other classes.
This year was a good one for the building. We were painted on the outside
and inside and connected to the sewer. Thanks to a talented new Bow resident
we were able to get our hours hung out again at the front of the
building.
The knitting tree was up again this year and we thank all who knitted and
donated any items to be distributed by the Visiting Nurses Association. The
hats and mittens are always appreciated as the winter wears on. items are lost
and money is not around to replace them.
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We have seen a very busy and exciting year pass. For the number of hours
that we are open and the amount of material that we process we are one of the
busiest libraries in the state of N.H. We continue to be dedicated to giving you
professional library services in a small town librar\ atmosphere. If you still






June thru September Mon-Wed-Fri. 10 a.m.-7 p.m.
(No Sat. Hours)
October thru May Mon-Wed-Fri. 10 a.m.-7 p.m.
Saturday 9 a.m.- 12 noon
Currently the home ofDick andAlna Stevens, 75Branch Londonderry Turnpike, this
Bow home was built in 1804-05 and in its time has been a store, tavern, post office,





NOTE: ( ) Indicated, not included in totals.
RECEIPTS: Balance on hand 1/1/88
W.A. Kennedy Memorial Fund
Library Funds 15,502.09
15,502.09 15,502.09
INCOME FROM TRUST FUNDS:
Bonds 1,275.04
Stocks 553.49
Savings Account Interest 7.91
1,836.44 1,836.44
OTHER INCOME:
W.A. Kennedy Memorial Fund (183.00)
Town of Bow Appropriation 78,000.00
Lost or Damaged Books 93.69
Memorial Gifts to Library 155.16
State of N.H. Grant 109.44


















Travel Expense. Dues & Misc




Balance on hand 12/31/88
Library Funds








The Bow Landfill's new look includes an entrance sign and the community's latest
recycling effort, courtesy ofBill Capozzi.
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PLANNING BOARD
Despite the dramatic slow down in the single-family residential market, the
Planning Board continued to be very busy during 1988. As in the past, the
Planning Board held at least one regular meeting each month and one work
session. During 1988, the Board reviewed and approved numerous
applications for subdivision approval, site plan review, and miscellaneous
matters such as boundary line adjustments. These applications included
approximately fourteen subdivisions which together created a total of fifty
new lots and twenty-five new condominium units. The Board also reviewed
and approved six applications for site plan review of non-residential
development and eight applications for boundary line adjustments.
Several months of prior committee work resulted in the adoption, in early
1988, of a complete revision to the Town Subdivision Regulations. The new
Regulations clarify certain ambiguities in the old Regulations, contain a new
detailed section concerning procedures, and updated the prior Regulations to
conform with existing developments in the law. A second sub-committee of
the Board has been working on a complete review and update of the Board's
Site Plan Review Regulations, and it is expected that the new Site Plan Review
Regulations will be adopted by the time of the Town Meeting. Yet another
sub-committee was charged with the responsibility of reviewing the
provisions of the Town's existing Zoning Ordinance and making
recommendations for amendments to the Zoning Ordinance. The result of
that sub-committee's work appears as the several warrant articles relative to
Zoning Amendments which will be voted on at this year's Town Meeting.
The Board is also responsible for the continued update of the Capital
Improvements Plan for the Town. As with prior years, the Board was
aggreessively involved in the capital improvements planning process in 1988.
The goal of the capital planning process is to assure that costs for capital items
are controlled and equalized on a long-term basis so as not to adversely affect
your tax burden in any given year.
During the year, the Board also studied the engineering report of the SEA
Associates relative to potential aquifers which may serve as future water
supplies for the Town. After reviewing the study, and being aware of the
problems with the pollution of aquifiers in other parts of the country, a sub-
committee was established to review the SEA report and prepare a proposed
amendment to the Zoning Ordinance which will enact provisions to protect
the Town's aquifers. In order to assist with the planning process, the Board
also applied for and recieved a grant worth approximately $12,000 from the
Central New Hampshire Regional Planning Commission. Under the terms of
the grant, professionals from the Regional Planning Commission will assist
the Planning Board with the development of a Water Resource Management
and Protection Plan which will satisfy all State laws and regulations. It is
anticipated that the Plan will be ready for submittal to the Town voters at the
March 19. 1990 Town Meeting.
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The final major sub-committee of the Planning Board which was active this
year is the Master Plan Revision Committee. The Town Master Plan was last
revised in 1980 and needs to be updated at this time to conform with changing
conditions in the Town and the requirements of State laws. A separate report
of the Chairman of the Master Plan revision Committee appears elsewhere in
this Town Report and all citizens are urged to read it.
This report must also recognize and acknowledge the excellent professional
services provided to the Planning Board by the Central New Hampshire
Regional Planning Commission. Under the terms of the contract between the
Town and the Commission, the Commission provides professional land
planning services to the Town one day a week, as well as at each of the Board's
regular work sessions and meetings. The presence and assistance of the
Planner has not only been a tremendous benefit to the Town's citizens who
have filed matters to be presented to the Board, but also to the Board itself.
The quality and caliber of the Board's review of various applications before it
has increased as a direct result of the assistance of the professionals.
As a final matter, the members of the Board themselves deserve a
tremendous thank you and acknowledgment of a job well done. They have
been a dedicated and hardworking group who have nothing but the best
interests of the Town in mind as they carry out the Board's business. The
Town is truly fortunate to be served by these volunteers.
Respectfully submitted,
CARLOTTA ROBBINS, Vice Chair PETER F. IMSE











REVISION OF THE MASTER PLAN OF TOWN OF BOW
The Bow Planning Board has established a subcommittee to revise the
Master Plan of the Town of Bow. which was last updated in 1980-1981. The
Master Plan shows the Planning Board's recommendations for the desirable
development of the town, and provides background for the Planning Board's
performance of its duties. The preparation of a Master Plan by the Planning
Board is mandated by NH statute (RSA674:l-4).
The Master Plan is important because:
1. It provides a repository of data and plans for the town which is useful to the
Planning Board in considering development proposals.
2. A well prepared plan may serve as important supporting material in the
event of legal challenges to Planning Board decisions.
3. Its revision provides an opportunity for the residents and officials of the town
to participate in planning the town's future and for their recommendations to be
recorded for the guidance of the Planning Board.
The Master Plan Revision Subcommittee has adopted the outline suggested by
the statute, so the revised Master Plan will consist of an introduction and
sections on land use. housing, transportation, utilities/public services.
community facilities, recreation, conservation and preservation.
The subcommittee has decided to establish a separate working group to cover
each of the seven detailed sections of the plan. Each of the working groups will
determine how to proceed with the revision of its section of the Master Plan. It
is expected that consultation with town officials, employees, board/
commission members, community organizations and businesses, and
residents will be an important part of the information-gathering process for
all groups.
At present the subcommittee is preparing a community survey to be distributed
to town residents in the spring. All are encouraged to respond to this survey as
community input is an important part of the planning process. In addition,
anyone interested in participating in the revision process is encouraged to
contact a member of the subcommittee.










CENTRAL NEW HAMPSHIRE REGIONAL
PLANNING COMMISSION
The Central New Hampshire Regional Planning Commission (CNHRPC)
is an association of municipalities in Central New Hampshire. Seventeen
towns and the City of Concord are within Merrimack County and two towns
are within Hillsborough County. Thirteen towns, the City of Concord, and
Merrimack County are members in fiscal year 1989. The Town of Bow is a
member in good standing of the Commission.
The CNHRPC is organized under RSA 36:45-53. which states that the
purpose of the Commission is to prepare a coordinated plan for the
development of the region. The statute also enables us to assist communities
with local planning activities.
Three planners and one support person are currently employed by the
CNHRPC. The staff prepares regional plans and provides professional
planning assistance to member communities.
In 1988 the Commission adopted the regional Housing and Community
Development Plan, the regional Septage Management Plan, the Initial
Transportation Report, the Regional Profile, the Transportation Facilities and
Information Report, and the Guide to Municipal Plans and Regulations. The
Guide contains models and outlines for master plans, capital improvement
plans, zoning ordinances, subdivision regulations, and site plan regulations.
We had contracts to help six towns with master plans or land use regulations
and helped communities write grant applications.
Local water resource management and protection plans were a new activity
in 1988. We completed and received Office of State Planning consistency
approval on two plans, prepared a complete draft of a third, and started work
on two more.
During 1988 CNHRPC activities in Bow included:
Town planner (circuit rider) services on Thursdays, including attendance at
Planning Board meetings.
Assistance in updating the Subdivision Regulations.
Assistance in updating the Site Plan Regulations.
Assistance in updating the Zoning Ordinance.
Providing examples of business surveys and information on conducting
surveys to the Business Development Commission.
Commencement ol the preparation ot a water resource management and
protection plan.
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ZONING BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT
10 Grandview Road
Bow, New Hampshire 03301
1988 ANNUAL REPORT
During 1988. the members of the Bow Zoning Board of Adjustment held
regular monthly meetings, one special joint meeting with the Planning Board,
one special hearing, and fourteen regular public hearings.
This year, the Board has had to interpret the Ordinances with respect to
gravel pits, off-site and over-sized signs, hotel/motels, sideline setbacks, small
shopping centers, cluster/condominium houses, etc. We have been fortunate
to have the Planning Board help us deal effectively with our actions.
Our policy of on-site inspections prior to any public hearing gives us further
insight into the reasonable interpretations of our zoning ordinances.
Monies taken in by the Zoning Board ofAdjustment for the year 1988 are as
follows:
15 applications @ $60.00 each equals $900.00
We thank the townspeople for their cooperation at our meetings, and look
forward to their input in 1989. The Board is most appreciative of the support
by the Board of Selectmen, and all other Boards and Commissions, together







LYNNE FAIR, Recording Secretary
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ANNUAL REPORT OF THE EMERGENCY
MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE
During 1988, your Emergency Management Committee has been doing a
planning program for Hazardous Material in the industries in the town. This
will become a part of our Basic Emergency Management Plan. The
Committee has done the compiling of the material, and have visited all of the
industries in the Town. I would like to take this opportunity to thank all of our
industries for their cooperation in making our Town a safer place to live.
Under the Federal Title III reporting act. The industries have to report their
hazardous material, and have a contingency plan in the event of a release.




HAZARDOUS MATERIALS PLANNING COMMITTEE
PAUL RITCHIE, General Manager
Z-Tech Corporation
8 Dow Road
Bow, New Hampshire 03301-2003 228-1305
RAINEY TURPIN
Allen Road
Bow, New Hampshire 03301 226-3582
JANE KIMBALL
Putney Road
Bow New Hampshire 03301 774-4981
FRED SEEKAMP
Carter Hill Road












White Rock Hill Road
Bow, New Hampshire 03301 228-1201
ETHAN HOWARD, M.D.
7 Ordway Lane





Bow, New Hampshire 03301 228-0511
ERIC ANDERSON
4 River Road
Bow, New Hampshire 03301 228-0448
JAMES GOODWIN. Chairman
Bow Bog Road
Bow, New Hampshire 03301 225-9419
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BOW CONSERVATION COMMISSION
The Bow Conservation Commission welcomed Kathy Ouellette to the
Commission to fill the expired term of Gary Nylen. The Commission wishes
to publicly express its appreciation to Gary for his years of service and his
valuable contributions, especially in the wildlife management field.
Eric Fosburgh and Scott O'Donnell were the recipients of the annual
conservation camp scholarships.
The implementation of the recommendations of the Aquifer Protection
Study were turned over to the Water Commission, and the adoption of the
Aquifer Protection Ordinance was turned over to the Planning Board. Kathy
Ouellette and Don Gott are serving on the Planning Board subcommittee
working on the finalization of the ordinance.
A timber harvest was completed on Lot 138. Block 3 (Knox Rd.) with a
profit to the town of $6,395.30. A harvest is currently underway on Lots 1 16, et
al.. Block 4 (Branch Londonderry Turnpike) and profit figures will be
available in 1989 report
The Commission acquired several additional small parcels of land by
both personal gift and subdivision development.
Numerous subdivision plans, intents to cut timber, and dredge and fill
applications were reviewed and action taken when necessary.
Firms specializing in wetland study and protection ordinance were inter-
viewed and the contract for the study and ordinance was awarded. This study
will be completed in 1989 with a protection ordinance ready for approval at
1990 town meeting.
The Commission will continue its work with the N.H. Fish and Game
Department on renovations to the Turee Pond boat ramp facility.
Biomass cuts and selective timber harvests are planned on Lots 97. Block 2
(Robinson Rd.-Bow Bog) and Lot 138. Block 3 (Knox Rd.) for 1989 plus
implementation of recommendations in forest management plans currently
underway on Lots 88-A. et al.. Block 2 ( I-93/Bow Bog.) and Lots 65. et al.. Block
4 (Turee Pond). Also all boundary lines on town owned lots will be reviewed
and reblazing and painting done where necessary. It is hoped that additional
wildlil'e management will also be accomplished.
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The Bow Conservation Commission will continue its profitable manage-








Bow's Old Town Hall, built in 1847, is being improved to sen'e as a meeting sitefor
local organizations.
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BOW PARKS AND RECREATION YEAR END REPORT 1988
The Bow Parks and Recreation Department under the direction of Mark D.
Rourke, had an extremely busy year in 1 988. The "Bow Family Arts Series" was one
of the very well attended programs during the year. Approximately eleven hundred
individuals attended the eight performances from November through June. In
September the program was expanded into a two day mini-residency at the Bow
Elementary School by Folksinger/Storyteller Steve Schuch. This very successful
program was jointly sponsored by the Bow PTO and the Bow Parks and Recreation
Department The Bow Family Arts Series will again be a part of the ongoing Parks
and Recreation programs in 1989.
Program revenue and user's fees were a high priority for the Parks and
Recreation Department in 1989. Approximately $25,000.00 was collected by the
department in 1988 in the form of user s fees and deposited into the Town general
fund. This amount is approximately twice as much as had ever been collected
before and represents 39.8% of the yearly Parks and Recreation Budget This "pay
as you go" philososphy, endorsed by the Bow Budget Committee, is standard policy
for the department in order to place the financial burden of programs on
participants rather than on all Town taxpayers.
Maintenance of the four Town cemetaries was handled by the Parks and
Recreation Department in 1988. This is in addition to the maintenance of four
Town ballfields. Baker Free Library, the Bow boat ramp. Town fire ponds, the
Rescue Building area. Bow Bog Meeting House, and the Old Town Schoolhouse.
The Parks and Recreation maintenance staff under the direction of maintenance
foreman Chris Powell, worked long and hard to keep these facilities in fine shape.
New land was reclaimed at the rear of Baker Free Library and a small nature center
is planned for this area
A dug well was installed at the Hanson Recreational Complex in the spring of
1988 for future irrigation possibilities. This project was done entirely by volunteer
labor, equipment and materials. Construction of a new multi-purpose field at the
Hanson complex was also started in 1988. This area is planned to include a
baseball field and a totally turf soccer field. There will be approximately one
hundred spaces for off road parking at this facility. Virtually all work on this facility
will be done by volunteer labor and donated machinery at little or no cost to the
Town. The Parks and Recreation Deparment extends it's sincere thanks to Jim
Gergler for his many hours spent designing this facility.
Programs in 1988 were many and varied. Parks and Recreation programs begin
at age three with Kindergym and go up through trips for the Bow Young at Heart
senior citizen group. Trips to Ringling Brothers Circus, Quincy Market for
Christmas Shopping, Boston Red Sox games, Portland, Maine for a harbor cruise.
North Country Center for the Arts, N.H. State parks, Sunapee Mountain ski area.
North Shore Music Theatre, fall foliage sightseeing in Vermont were all a part of
the 1988 program. Classes involving candle dipping, Moravian star weaving.
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pierced tin design, basket making, deciduous shrub pruning, "Total Body Tone Up",
A-1 square dance lessons, cross country skiing clinic, and youth sports coaches
training were provided during the year. Skating lessons were offered on the Town
Pond thanks to the excellent ice surface maintained by the newly created
"ZamBOWni." A new improved "ZamBOWni" has been built for 1989.
Parks and Recreation Director Mark Rourke has spent a good deal of time this
past year formulating a new master plan for the next ten years of parks and
recreation in Bow. This plan should be ready in early 1989 and covers topics
including goals and objectives of Bow Parks and Recreation, an inventory of
existing facilities, adequacy and use information of current facilities,
recommendations for future facility needs, population and budget information,
and State laws governing Parks and Recreation.
The Parks and Recreation Department wishes to acknowledge and thank the
staffs of Bow Memorial and Elementary Schools, Bow school bus garage. Bow
Highway Department, Bow Police Department, and Baker Free Library for their
tremendous sense of cooperation is 1988.
Respectfully submitted,








The Bow Sewer Commission was formed by a vote of the townspeople
in 1967. Since that time the Commission has:
1. Negotiated a contract with the City ofConcord for four percent of the
capacity of the Hall Street Wastewater Treatment plant.
2. Installed the Phase I sewers on Route 3A from the Concord-Bow town
line south to Hall Street and on Hall Street
3. Installed the Phase II sewers on a short section of Route 3A south of
Hall Street South Street and Grandview Road from Logging Hill Road to
the Hanson residence.
1988 was an extremely busy year for the Commission overseeing the
construction of the Phase II sewer project as well as reviewing and acting on
many new and challanging issues.
The Commission meets regularly the first Monday of each month at the
Municipal Building, 10 Grandview Road, at 5:00 p.m. and at other times






CONCORD REGIONAL SOLID WASTE
RECOVERY COOPERATIVE
Bow joined the Concord Regional Solid Waste Recovery Cooperative to help
alleviate the town's waste disposal problems. There are now 27 cities and towns in
central New Hampshire in this Cooperative. The Cooperative determined that a
Facility owned and operated by a private party, which would agree to process the
municipality's solid waste in exchange for the payment of "tipping fees", would
best serve the interests of the municipalities. The waste-to-energy plant being
constructed in Penacook by Wheelabrator Environmental Systems, Inc. is on
schedule. Wheelabrator expects to start "shake-down" operations in early Spring
of 1989. The construction of the Franklin Residue Land Fill for ash deposit is also
on schedule and will be ready to receive the ash at the time the "shake-down"
begins.
Acceptable solid waste from the 27 municipalities will be delivered to the
Penacook facility at the individual municipality's expense. The "tipping fee" for
dumping this solid waste has not been finalized as of January 1, 1989. The
projected cost of "tipping" will be at least $36.50 per ton. This fee includes the ash
disposal at the Franklin Land Fill. Additional expenses may include the building
of a sub-station to interconnect with the Public Service Company of New
Hampshire's existing power lines. This will increase the "tipping fee" an
additional $1.75 to $2.50 per ton. The Cooperative may have to finance the cost of
building a metal separator at the Franklin Ash Fill which could add another few
dollars per ton to the "tipping fee". Overall, the projected cost per ton to dispose of
solid waste appears to be well below the regional and national average cost per ton
"tipping fee". Bow should be able to use the Concord Land Fill for the first nine (9)
months of 1989 at $20.00 per ton "tipping fee". The Panacook plant is scheduled to
be accepted by October 15, 1989 and at that time. Bow will have to begin using this
new facility.
CHARLES E. HALE
Regional Refuse Disposal Commission
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HEALTH OFFICER'S REPORT
Inspection of homes for the care of foster children.
Inspection of several day care facilities for children.
Investigation of failing septic systems.
Attended the May meeting of the NH Health Officers Association, which
stressed the importance of careful preservation of wet lands, by Health,
Planning, and Zoning Boards of the Towns.
Attended the October meeting of the NH Health Officers Association, this
covered pesticides, hazardous materials (HAZMAT) their use and
disposal. Also emphasized the importance of inspections for family day
care, foster homes, and group day care facilities.
In December attended a full day conference on radon, and the
problems.
No reported communicable infectious diseases.
Respectfully Submitted,
ETHAN V. HOWARD, JR. M.D.
Health Officer. Town of BOW
BOW HISTORICAL COMMISSION
The Historical Commission meets each month on the third Thursday at
1:00 P.M. in the Municipal Building on Grandview Road. Some initial
planning has been done for future use of the Old Town Hall on Bow Center
Road. Various community groups have shown interest in developing use of
the building.
This past year has been spent establishing priorities in repairs of the Town










The main objective of Business Development Commission in 1988-89 was to
work with the business community and town agencies in determining what
town planning was needed to promote healthy business growth in Bow.
The Commission met many times during 1988 and by mutual consent of the
commission and the Board of Selectmen decided to conduct a business survey.
The survey will establish current use of town services, the size and diversity of
the business community, current obstacles businesses are facing, concerns for
the future and what town help and services will Bow businesses need for future
growth. The survey has been developed and mailed to all businesses in Bow.
The data from this survey will be tabulated and distributed to town agencies
and interested groups. One of the groups using the information will be the
Master Plan Revision Subcommittee in developing a new town Master
Plan.
An important subject the survey will address is how business handles waste
disposal and what can be done for better future planning in this area. The
committee feels waste disposal is not only of upmost importance to the
businesses of Bow. but also to the citizens of Bow and how waste disposal is









The Building Advisory Committee prepared an in-depth study of the Town
buildings, including Architectural Feasibility study of the Community Building
in the year 1987. Full detailed report is on file with the Selectmen.
The Committee is also pleased that its recommendations to establish a
Capital Reserve Fund for the repair, rehabilitation ofTown buildings has been
accepted by the Selectmen. The Committee wishes to encourage all voters to
support this much needed Fund, for the repair and maintenance of the Town
buildings.
This year the Committee has inspected all the Town buildings; Municipal on
Grandview Road; Fire Station/Community Building, Knox and Bow Center
Roads; Old Town Hall, Bow Center Road; Old School House, Bow Center
Road; Bow Bog Meeting House, Bow Bog Road; and the Highway Garage/Dog
Pound, White Rock Hill Road. A report covering the much needed repairs and
improvements of the Town buildings is on file with the Selectmen and may be
reviewed by the voters of the Town.
Respectfully Submitted,







CONCORD REGIONAL VISITING NURSE ASSOCIATION
The Concord Regional Visiting Nurse Association continues to offer three
major heaUh services to the residents of Bow: Home C .e. Hospice, and
Health Promotion.
Home Care Services respond to the health care needs of those patients with
acute or chronic illnesses that require skilled professional and para-
professional care so they may return to or remain in their homes. Emphasis is
on promoting independence and maximum functioning of the patient within
the least restrictive setting.
Hospice Services provide professional and paraprofessional services to the
terminally ill patient with a limited life expectancy. The goal is to enhance the
quality of the patient's remaining life by helping him/her remain at home in
comfort and dignity. Emphasis is on pain and symptom management and
skilled intervention to meet the patient's special physical and emotional
needs.
Health Promotion Services focus on the low and marginal income families
and individuals to prevent illness by professional assessment and screening
for health risks and needs, by early intervention to prevent, eliminate, or
minimize the impact of illness and/or disability, and by anticipatory guidance
and health teaching. Services rendered in the clinic setting are: child health,
family planning, sexually transmitted disease, adult screening, im-
munizations, and HIV testing and counseling. Home visits are made in crisis
situations or when needed health care cannot be given in the clinic. Senior
health services are provided at congregate housing sites. Professional and
paraprofessional hourly home services are provided on a private fee-for-
service basis. Emphasis is on promoting healthy children, families, and
individuals through early intervention and health teaching.
Health Education and Instruction is part of each home visit or clinic
visit.
Anyone in Bow may request service; patient, doctor, health facility, pastor,
friend or neighbor. All requests are answered, but continuing home care will
only be provided with a physician's order.
A call to the Concord Regional Visiting Nurse Association (224-4093)
between the hours of X:()() a.m. — 4:00 p.m. seven days a week is ail that is
necessary to start services or make inquiries. A Hospice nurse is on call (224-
4(W) 4:00 p.m. — 8:00 a.m. daily.
I"ederal regulations specify a charge is applicable to all visits. Fees are
scaled for that person without a health plan who is unable to pay the full
charge. However, for fee scaling, federal regulations require a financial
statement bo completed by the patient or responsible person. Town monies
subsidize those visits that are scaled or when no tec is collectible.
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This Agency is certified as a Medicare/Medicaid Provider, licensed by the
State of NH and is a member agency of the United Way of Merrimack
County.
Total visits made during the year October 1. 1987 through September 30,
1988:
No. of Clients Visits
Home Care 25 340
Health Promotion 61 128
Three Senior Health Clinics were held in Bow.
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BOW ROTARY CLUB
The Bow Rotary Club is the local extension of Rotary International, a world-
wide service organization of over one million men and women in 162
countries and geographical regions. The Bow Rotary Club currently has
about sixty-two members and meets at Trinity Tavern at 7:30 every Friday
morning.
During the past year the club successfully completed its pledge to provide
funds to inoculate over 80,000 children against polio and other dreaded
diseases. Through the fulfillment of such pledges by local clubs throughout
the world. Rotary International intends to eliminate polio from the world by
the year 2000. Progress thus far indicates that the goal may be reached much
earlier.
This year the club began to add fund-raisers for a new project. The club has
committed itself to raise the funds necessary to build the fences at the
expanded recreational facilities under construction at Hanson Park on Albin
Road. The goal is to raise $10,000 with new projects while sustaining the
piograms the club has sponsored or supported over the years.
The annual Rotary Club auction in October was again successful and will
provide the funds for college scholarships in the spring of 1989. Last year the
club awarded eight $900.00 scholarships. It is anticipated that this program
will continue to grow. In addition to the scholarships the club awards various
prizes at the Bow Memorial School ninth grade graduation.
In April the fifth annual Career Day will be presented by Rotarians and
others to the ninth graders at the Bow Memorial School. From year to year the
format and content of the Career Day has been improved and expanded. The
object is to introduce the students to several career fields and to discuss the
necessary preparation to go into the field. Career Day has become an integral
part of the school program for the ninth grade.
The annual Christmas Tree sale again operated at the Crossroads
Convenience Store on Route 3A. Proceeds from the sale of the trees help to
support community activities such as the Bow Police Department Junior
Police Program, the Girl Scouts, the Brownie troop. United Way. the Bow
Athletic Club, the Young at Heart Club, and various other activities.
Winterfest is a family fun day sponsored each year in cooperation with the
Mens Club and the Boy Scouts. During the day folks of all ages participate in
competitive events like cross-country skiing, sledding, skating and snow
sculpting. The fun filled day is ended with a big spaghetti dinner put on by the
Men's Club.
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Last year the Bow Rotary Club held the first Citizen's Recognition Dinner
to honor people in Bow who have contributed to make Bow the great
community it is. It is our hope that this event will become an annual
affair.
The Bow Rotary Club maintains an up-to-date mailing list of address labels
available to other groups for a small fee to cover costs.
Becky Venne was the proud winner of the first "Four-Way Test Speech
Contest". She went on to compete successfully in the Rotary District 787
Contest This year Bow high school students will have the opportunity to
compose and deliver a speech around these four questions (1) Is it the truth?
(2) Is it fair to all concerned? (3) Will it build goodwill and friendship? and (4)
Will it be beneficial to all concerned?
These and many other beneficial activities will keep the members of the
Club busy during the coming year. Because John Lyford a member ofour club
will assume duties as District Governor on July 1, 1989, the Club will funcfion
as the "Host Club" for several Rotary events and training sessions. The
membership of the Bow Rotary Club is very thankful for the many town
residents who have and continue to support the club's activities in Bow.




















Basketball - Baseball/Softball - Soccer
The Bow Athletic Club was founded in 1974 as a private nonprofit
organization and has grown to serve over 600 Bow children annually. While
the Athletic Club is separate from both the Recreation Commission and the
Bow schools, it supplements both school teams and town recreation
programs.
In 1988 over 200 boys and girls from first to eighth grade participated in
BAC sponsored boys and girls basketball. The Club is affiliated with both the
Merrimack Basketball League and the 89ers Basketball League and will again
be fielding teams in both leagues in 1989 along with a girls cheerleading squad
participating at Merrimack League games.
In baseball, the Athletic Club runs programs beginning with T-ball for first
grade boys and girls and in-town instructional leagues for second, third and
fourth graders. Beginning in 1988, 1 1 and 12 year olders played against teams
from other towns on Bow teams in the Kearsarge Mountain League. Bow also
participates in the Concord Babe Ruth League in the 13 to 15 year old age
group. Most of our baseball leagues participate in some post-season
tournament play. The Bow Junior League All Star team won the 12-team
Pittsfield Invitational Baseball Tournament in 1988 and our Babe Ruth team
finished first in its league and went to the State Tournament.
In addition to the sofiball instructional "clinic", BAC offers an eight team
league softball program for grades four through seven which is perennially
popular with both players and coaches. Again in 1988 we fielded a successful
Junior Miss softball team comprised of eager 13 to 17 year olds which played
10 out-of-town games finishing second in the league. Overall almost 300 boys
and girls participated in BAC baseball and softball programs.
Soccer is undoubtedly BAC's fastest growing sport. Bow is in the
Merrimack Valley Soccer League and one of our officers. Bob Gosling, is the
league commissioner. In 1988 we fielded three third and fourth grade teams
and four fifth and sixth grade teams in this expanding league. For the last two
years the Athletic Club has also sponsored a boys seventh and eighth grade
team for those not on the school team which plays against similar teams from
Weare. Hopkinton and Concord in a league we organized. There is also a
popular after-school instructional program for aspiring soccer players in first
and second grade which was started in 1987.
On October 29-30 the Bow Athletic Club again hosted a popular two day
invitational soccer tournament attended by 46 teams from 14 towns. At times
six games were being played on Bow fields at once! BAC has also initiated
bringing the traveling North American Soccer Camp to Bow for a week of
instruction conducted by Lnglish soccer coaches each summer. Last year 80
boys and girls enrolled in this \'\vc day camp hekl in Bow.
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BAC programs are not funded by town taxes. Instead, money is raised from
sponsors, raffles and donations from individuals and from the generous
service organizations in Town, including Rotary and the Men's Club. Our
annual budget runs around $10,000. We have traditionally tried to keep
registration fees modest (currently $7/child-$ 10/family for most sports) so all
who are interested can participate.
As noted, BAC teams in various sports have distinguished themselves again
this year by winning tournaments and trophies. However, our programs are
built on the belief that full participation by all is the most important part of
youth athletics. We are proud of our tradition of creating additional teams
and even leagues to ensure that all who want to play, can play. All coaching is
by volunteers and the majority of officiating is also performed by local unpaid
referees.
The involvement ofBow parents as coaches, referees, league commissioners
and concession stand operators is often the envy of our counterparts in other
towns. However, we can always use more help. If anyone is interested in
sponsoring, coaching or refereeing in any sport whether or not they have
children enrolled in the program, they should contact one of the officers of the
Club. Notices of BAC's monthly meetings are run in the Monitor sports
section, Round-Up column.
The Town s Annual Report gives the officers and directors the opportunity
once again to express our gratitude to all of the Athletic Club's supporters in
Town who have contributed in many ways to making Bow one of the finest
youth sports towns in New Hampshire. To everyone who has helped us in
achieving this, we say thank you.
Officers Directors for 1989 BETSY MILLER
TERRY SHUMAKER PAULA BAILEY CHRIS PARKINSON
President MARK BOYD NORM PETERSON
CHUCK RHEINHARDT DAVE COOK WALT STEVENS
Vice President ROGER DESHAIS DAVE WOODLAND






BOW GARDEN CLUB will celebrate its 25th Anniversary this year. It was
formed in 1964 and became a member of the New Hampshire Federation of
Garden Clubs. Inc. and National Council of State Garden Clubs, Inc. By
these affiliations, members are priviledged to attend garden club activities in
this country and foreign lands.
The objectives of the club are to encourage interest in all phases of
gardening and Horticulture; to aid in the Protection and Conservation of
Natural Resources; and to assist in the Civic Beautification of the
Community.
Bow Garden Club gives varied community service and cooperates with
other organizations. Following are some of the permanent activities as well as
one time projects in which the club is involved.
It maintains an herb garden at the Baker Free Library and furnishes plants
to enhance the landscaping at the Town Hall.
Each year the club makes corsages and boutonnieres for the graduating
class at Bow Memorial School; provided small table arrangements for Rotary
Club's dinner; donated a food basket to a worthy family at Thanksgiving;
provided Christmas wreaths for all the Municipal Buildings and a decorative
plant for the Library at Christmas time; supplied subscriptions of
Horticulture, Wildlife and Ranger Rick magazines to the Library.
The club makes annual monetary contributions to the Scholarship and
Lilac Endowment Funds of the NHFCG, INC. to help worthy students further
their education at the University of New Hampshire. Of special interest this
year was to make a contribution to the Bow Memorial School 8th Grade to
help fund the SO students trip to Sargent's Conservation in May.
Programs, workshops and lours are planned in accordance with the wishes
of the membership and cover a variety of topics. Regular monthly meetings
are held the second Monday. April through December. Membership is open
to anyone with an interest in gardening activities.
For further information or if interested in attending meetings, contact Mrs.
Lawrence Smith. Membership Chairman. 45 Rocky Point Drive. Bow. Tel.
224-46.S().
MRS. CARL A. DAHLGREN
President
MRS. .lOHN MUELLER. Vice President
MRS. PARKIR SHAW. Secretai^
MRS. VINCINT McC ARTHY. Treasurer
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BOW PIONEERS
Established in 1972, the Bow Pioneer Snowmobile Club is a group of local
citizens banded together to promote the enjoyment and safety of
snowmobiling.
To this end, the Pioneers maintain a close relationship with landowners of
Bow who are kind enough to allow snowmobiles to travel on their property.
Signs are posted, as requested or directed by the landowners, in order to
protect their property.The Pioneers are especially proud of this relationship,
and once a year, they invite the landowners to supper to discuss topics of
mutual interest, but mostly to just say "Thank you".
Due to all the new construction the Pioneers are working very closely with
the Planning Board to maintain permanent recreational trails throughout the
Town of Bow for public use.
Although the Pioneers is not a service club, each year money is raised to
support several local and national charities.
Along with the New Hampshire Fish and Game Department the Pioneers
periodically conduct safety courses for the proper use of snowmobiles. In
these classes, students are taught snowmobile safety, land conservation, and
respect for property.
Anyone interested in being part of the Bow Pioneers Snowmobile Club is
welcome to join in. Cross-Country skiers as well as snowmobilers are
welcome. Meetings are on the third Thursday each month. September





BOW YOUNG AT HEART CLUB
Our Secretary. Blanche M. Chase, relinquished her duiies, during the year,
because of sickness. We wish for her a speedy and complete recovery and hope
that she will return to active membership.
The Club selected Jennie Boone as Secretary Pro Tern to complete that term
of Office. She submitted a comprehensive Annual Report and the Club voted to
submit it for publication in the Town's Annual Report as their report of the
Clubs activities.
Her report follows:
The end of 1988 shows a membership of 69, plus 3 honorary members. Eight
new members enrolled in 1988. Two members, Lionel Auger and Gerald Upton
deceased during the year. Fruit baskets were sent to six members who were ill or
hospitalized during the year.
Programs were held as follows:
January - Representatives of Community Action Program.
February - Sara Swenson - Topics on Town Meeting.
March - Jack Harper of the N.H. Assoc, for the Blind spoke
and showed film.
April - State Senator William Johnson asked for our support in the
upcoming election.
May - Lt. Robert Graves spoke on crime prevention.
May - Visiting nurse took blood pressure.
Sept. - State Senator William Johnson - Thanks for support
Vol I. lick dinners ucre held in March, May and November.
in April. PeierSiio donatetl a beautiful fiag. which came from Washington, to
the Club.
On June 1 llh. the members put on a spaghetti and meatball supper at the
Bow Memorial School for the Rotaiy Club, at their special Awards night and it
was a huge success.
On June 22nd. our annual picnic was enjoyed by many members at Marge
and Stan Flagg's.
IIS
Trips taken this year:
July - North Shore Music Theater - "La Cage Aux Folles", with lunch at
Kings Grant Inn.
July - Portland Harbor Tour with lunch at Capt. Newick's.
Sept. - Foliage trip through N.H. and Vt.. with stops at a cider mill in
Sharon. VL, Quechee Gorge and Timber Rail Village. Lunch was
at the Continental in Littleton.
Donations to the club during the year were as follows:
Bow Rotary Club - $200
Anonymous - $200
N.H. Auto Dealers Assoc. - $100
William Capozzi (recycled cans) - $37.74
R.S. Audley Const. Co. - $50
Our Fall Fling Fair was held on Oct 1. 1988. and was a big success. A
donation of a 19" color TV from John Grappone Ford was raffled off, with
tickets being sold several weeks in advance and contributed in a large part to the
success of the fair. Another raffle was held with donations from several
businesses and there were tables with plants, handcrafts, curiosity, food,
woodcraft candy and odds and ends, manned by the club members.
Our Christmas Party and installation of the new Officers for 1989. was held
on 12/14/ 88 at the Lobster Pool, with 47 members present. New Officers for the
coming year are:
President - Dr. Leo Klinger
Vice President - Peter Stio
Secretary - Jennie Boone
Treasurer - Florence Dicey
On 12/19/ 88 members attended a Christmas program put on by the children
of Bow Memorial School, with refreshments made and served by the
children.
Respectfully submitted.
LESTER W. HOLT - President
DR. LEO KLINGER - Vice President
FLORENCE DICEY - Treasurer
BLANCHE M. CHASE - Secretary
JENNIE BOONE - Secretary Pro
Tem
WILLIAM F. GIBBS- Auditor
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BOW FIRE DEPARTMENT LADIES AUXILIARY
The Ladies Auxiliary of the Bow Fire Department meets on the first
Thursday of every month at 7:30 P.M. (We are anticipating a change of
meeting day to the fourth Tuesday of the month). Presently we have 26
members working to support our Fire Department a group of dedicated,
hard-working men concerned with the safety of the people of Bow. All ladies
in town. 18 years of age or over are cordially invited to join us.
Our activities for 1988 were as follows:
1. We served meals and refeshments to firemen as needed during fires and
drills in Bow.
2. We purchased special equipment for the Fire Department.
3. We served the Fire Warden's Association Supper.
4. We held two dances, one in March and one in October.
5. We send a Christmas Basket to a needy Bow family each year.
6. We send remembrances to sick and bereaved members.
Officers for 1989 are:
President - Theresa Capozzi
Vice-President - Colette Leavitt
Treasurer - Diane Paveglio
Secretary - Diana Piroso
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BOW GIRL SCOUTS
Girl Scouts are still growing in Bow. As of this Sepetember we have
registered 160 girls. We have 9 troops with 24 leaders. We have also established
a service team this year whose objective is to promote and give service to the
Girl Scout program in Bow.
Service is an integral part of the Girl Scout program. Each troop has its own
projects along with several projects that are community activities. Three
troops made decorations and decorated the Christmas trees at Concord
Hospital and Bow Library. Troops also participated in the town tree lighting.
The girls made over 150 frozen dinners for the Friendly Soup Kitchen in
Concord. A Brownie troop made a quilt for the Bow Rescue Squad. The older
girls helped with the art series put on by the Recreation DepL They also
assisted in the hearing and vision screening at the Bow Elementary.
Our community kick-off activity in the fall was a campfire and sing down.
We also did a flag destruction ceremony where old and damaged flags were
burned and buried. Many troops participate in council programs such as the
camp-ins at the Boston Children's and Science Museums and the Science
Enrichment Encounter in Manchester. Also, troops went overnight camping
at Camp Seawood, Camp Anne Jackson, and Camp Kettleford. The girls also
enjoyed hiking and field trips to the FBI offices. Campaign offices, and
marching in the Bicentennial Parade for the Constitution.
This year we were very proud in that we had our first Cadette to be accepted
for a wider opportunity. Kristen Wentworth participated in the Girl Scout
National West, Ho West, in Wyoming, for two weeks of backpacking. She is
also a member of the Older Girl Planning Group for Swift Water
Council.
My thanks and appreciation to all of the Girl Scout Leaders who give their
time and energy to the Girl Scout program. Their dedication is evident in the
training these women take in First Aid, Say No To Drugs, Disability
Awareness, and leadership skills to name only a few. The Leaders took
advantage of a training weekend in September at Camp Farnsworth in
Vermont along with an all-day training program at the UNH campus in
Manchester. We have clocked over 400 hours in training. Two Leaders have
received their Covered Bridge Award for completing 150 hours in training. We
also had one Leader complete the Advanced Outdoor Living Training.
In October the Junior and Cadette troops went camping to Sturbridge
Village. We camped at a private camp and then spent the next day at
Sturbridge. An interesting discovery was made in that the mill that was
constructed at the village was a replica of the mill in Bow and also some of the
material used in this was from the mill in Bow. The girls left the village with a
better understanding of IKth century living.
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We would like to thank the parents and people of Bow for their support in
our calendar and cookie sales. This is the only financial support outside of the
girls* dues we receive to maintain all troop activities.
Respectfully submitted,
MARIE R. McMILLEN
THE BOW-SA-DO SQUARE DANCE CLUB
Our club was founded in May. 1986 to promote square dancing in Bow -for
fun, sociability and soft aerobics. In fact, our club motto is "We Share The
Fun".
Another year of fun dancing has passed and our square dance club enjoys
"squaring up" monthly on Saturday nights at Bow Memorial School. Square
dancing provides opportunities for all square dancers from near and far to
dance in Bow.
For those who would like to experience this friendly, contagious and
energizing activity and learn to square dance, we invite you to call any of our
enthusiastic board members. They would enjoy sharing the news with you.
We welcome visitors and dancers all. Remember, if you can walk you can
square dance. September is Square Dance Month and that is when our new
classes start. Please make plans now to join us then.
Presidents: ROY and BARBARA PERSON
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CAROL A. KINGSTON
S4
REPORT OF THE ANNUAL MEETING OF THE
BOW SCHOOL DISTRICT
Tuesday, March 15, 1988
A duly called meeting of the voters of the Bow School District was held at the
Bow Memorial School on Tuesday, March 15, 1988. The meeting was called to
order at 7:00 P.M. by Moderator, Dom S. D'Ambruoso. The introductions of
school district officers was followed by a welcome to the new Bow Elementary
School Principal. Patricia McLean. It was announced that Mr. Robert J. Lynn
was re-elected for another three year term to the School Board. The rules of
order for the meeting were explained and the reading of the School Warrant
resulted in the following actions being taken:
Article #1:
Upon motion duly made by Robert Lynn and seconded by Robert Gosling
it was
VOTED: to accept the salaries of the School Board and the compensation of
any other officer or agent of the District as they are printed in the Town
Report.
Article #2:
Upon motion duly made by Angelyn D'Ambruoso and seconded by Robert
Lynn, it was
VOTED: to accept the reports of Agents, Auditors. Committees, or Officers
chosen as they are presented or printed in the Town Report.
Article #3:
Upon motion duly made by Robert Gosling and seconded by Angelyn
D'Abruoso. it was
VOTED: that the district authorize the School Board to make application for
and to expend on behalf of the District any or all grants or offers for
educational purposes which may now or hereafter be forthcoming from any
source including the State of New Hampshire and/or the United States
Government and to appropriate any funds anticipated from such sources
including the State of New Hampshire and/or from the United States
Government and/or any other source to the payment of obligations of the
District for which said funds constitute full reimbursement or take any other
action in relation thereto, in accordance with RSA 198:2()-B.
Article #4:
Upon motion duly made by Jim Kibby and seconded by Robert Gosling,
it was
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VOTED: that the District estabhsh a contingency fund to meet the cost of
unanticipated expenses that may arise during the year and to raise and
appropriate the sum of Ten Thousand Dollars ($10,000) for this purpose.
Article #5:
Upon motion duly made by Jim Kibby and seconded by Robert Lynn,
it was
VOTED: that the District raise and appropriate the sum of Ten Thousand
Dollars ($10,000) to allow the Board to conduct a planning study which could
identify all the alternatives to meeting educational space needs for the next Ten
(10) years and to recommend by the next School District meeting one of these
alternatives as most efficiently and effectively meeting the Community's
educational space needs.
Article #6:
Upon motion made by Robert Gosling and seconded by Angelyn
D'Ambruso it was
DEFEATED: that the District raise and appropriate the sum of Two
Hundred Fifty Five Thousand Five Hundred Dollars ($255,500.00) to fund the
cost items related to an increase in teacher s salaries and benefits attributable to
the collective bargaining agreement being entered into by the Bow School
Board and the Bow Education Association for the 1988-1989 fiscal year. Such
sum of money represents the additonal costs attributable to an increase in
salaries and benefits over those obligations payable under prior collective
bargaining agreement
Vote by secret ballot Yes - 134 No - 248
Article #7:
Article #7 was originally presented to the voters in the form of a motion made
by Jim Kibby, representing the Budget Committee, that the District raise and
appropriate Four Million Seven Hundred Seventy Seven Thousand Five
Hundred and Fifty Dollars ($4,777,550.00) for the support of schools, for the
salaries of School District Officials and Agents, and for payment of statutory
obligations of the district and to authorize the application against said
appropriation of such sums as are estimated to be received from the State
Foundation Aid Fund together with other income: the School Board to certify to
the Selectmen the balance between the estimated revenue and the
appropriation, which balance is to be raised by taxes by the town. An
Amendment was then presented by the School Board, represented by Angelyn
D'Ambruoso in the form of a motion that would amend the sum in Article #7 to
add Two Hundred Fifteen Thousand Dollars ($2I5.(M)0.()()) for a total of Four
Million Nine Hundred Ninety Two Thousand Five Hundred Fifty Dollars
($4,992,550.00).
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After much discussion and a conference with the Legal Counsel Allan Hall,
concerning the format of the Budget Committee's Budget the above motions
were rescinded and the following motion and amendment were presented in
their place for Article #7:
A motion was made by Angelyn D'Ambruoso and seconded by Robert
Gosling that the District raise and appropriate Four Million Nine Hundred
Ninety Two Thousand Five Hundred Fifty Dollars ($4,992,550.00) for the
support of schools, for the salaries of School District Officials and Agents, and
for the payment of statutory obligations of the District and to authorize the
application against said appropriation of such sums as are estimated to be
received from the State Foundation Aid Fund together with other income: the
School Board to certify to the Selectmen the balance between the estimated
revenue and the appropriation, which is to be raised by taxes by the town.
An amendment was immediately presented in the form of a motion made by
Jim Kibby and seconded by Eric Anderson, that the sum in the motion
concerning Article #7 be reduced by Two Hundred Fifteen Thousand Dollars
($215,000.00) for a total of Four Million Seven Hundred Seventy Seven
Thousand Five Hundred Fifty Dollars ($4,777,550.00).
After more discussion and the withdrawal of a petition by several voters to
demand a ballot vote for Article #7 and the Amendment to Article #7. a voice
vote on the Amendment was called for. When a question of residency of the
voters was raised, the Moderator called for a standing count of voters and the
Amendment was passed by a count of Yes - 108 No - 88. The motion for article
#7 was then voted in the affirmative to accept the Budget presented by the
School Board as amended by the Budget Committee.
A motion was made and seconded to adjourn the meeting. The meeting was





REPORT OF THE SPECIAL MEETING OF THE
BOW SCHOOL DISTRICT
Tuesday, June 21, 1988
A duly called special meeting of the voters of the Bow School District was
held at the Bow Memorial School on Tuesday. June 21, 1988. The meeting was
called to order at 7:00 P.M. by Moderator. Dom S. D'Ambruoso. After the
introduction of the school district officers and the explanation of the rules of
conduct by the Moderator. Robert Gosling was called upon to present a brief
description of what had transpired between the School Board, the Bow
Education Association, and The Fact Finder since the annual School District
Meeting. The School Board approached the Fact Finder with the 5%, 5%. 5%
three year increase which was proposed by the minority of the Board at the
annual meeting, with no compression in the salary schedule. The Bow
Education Association presented a one year proposal which would provide a
10% increase with a compression in the salary achedule. The Fact Finder's
report was issued on April 30, 1988 and presented both sides with a 9%, 10%. 1 1%
raise over a three year period and included a compression of the salary
schedule. TheSchool Board rejected the Fact Finders report while the Bow
Education Association accepted the report. The reading of the School District
Warrant resulted in the following actions being taken.
Article 1:
A motion was made by Carlotta Robbins and seconded by Anne Riley that
the School District accept the Fact Finders report and recommendation
relating to teachers" salaries for the fiscal year 1988-1989 and raise and
appropriate Three Hundred Twenty One Thousand Six Hundred Fifty Four
Dollars ($321,654) to fund all cost items relating to teachers' salaries and fringe
benefits for the 1988-89 school year, such sum representing the additional costs
attributable to an increase in teachers' salaries and fringe benefits resulting
from Factfinding and negotiations with the teachers.
An amendment was immediately presented by Robert J. Lynn, representing
the School Board Minority, and seconded by Cedric Dustin that the School
District amend the motion and instead raise and appropriate Two Hundred
Fifty One Thousand Eight Hundred Forty Five Dollars ($251,845) to fund all
cost items relating to teachers" salaries and fringe benefits for the 1988-89 school
year, such sum representing the additional costs attributable to an increase in
teachers' salaries and fringe benefits, the amount of which should be offered to
the Bow Education Association in future negotiations.
A petition for a secret ballot to determine the vote was verified and the
Amendment passed by secret ballot with the tally being YES - 304. NO -
246.
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Another amendment was then presented in the form of a motion made by
Robert GosUng and seconded by Angelyn D'Ambruoso, representing the
School Board Majority, that the School District instead raise and appropriate
Three Hundred Nine Thousand One Hundred Forty Three Dollars ($309,143)
to fund all cost items relating to teachers' salaries and fringe benefits for the
1988-89 school year, such sum representing the additional cost attributable to an
increase in teachers' salaries and fringe benefits, the amount of which should be
offered to the Bow Education Association in future negotiations.
Again a petition for vote by secret ballot was verified and the amendment was
defeated by a count of YES - 235. NO - 285.
A vote was then taken by secret ballot to pass or reject the original motion as
amended by Robert Lynn that the School Board raise and appropriate Two
Hundred Fifty One Thousand Eight Hundred Forty Five Dollars ($251,845) to
fund all cost items relating to teachers' salaries and fringe benefits for the 1988-
89 school year, such sum represenfing the additional costs attributable to an
increase in teachers' salaries and fringe benefits, the amount ofwhich should be
offered to the Bow Education Association in future negotiations. The motion
was voted in the affirmative by a count of YES - 309. NO - 132.
With no further business to be presented to the School District a motion was






BOW SCHOOL DISTRICT WARRANT
1989
Election of Officers
THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
To the Inhabitants ofthe School District in the Town ofBow qualified to vote in
District affairs:
YOU ARE HEREBY NOTIFIED TO MEET AT THE BOW COMMUNITY
BUILDING IN SAID DISTRICT ON TUESDAY THE FOURTEENTH
DAY OF MARCH. 1989, AT TEN O'CLOCK IN THE FORENOON TO
CAST BALLOTS FROM THAT HOUR OF SAID DAY UNTIL SEVEN
O'COLCK IN THE EVENING FOR THE FOLOWING DISTRICT
OFFICER:
1. To choose one Member ot" the School Board for the ensuing three
years.
2. To choose one Member of the School Board for the ensuing two years.
GIVEN UNDER OUR HANDS AT SAID BOW THIS TWENTY-




BOW SCHOOL DISTRICT WARRANT
1989
THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
To the Inhabitants ofthe School District in the Town ofBow qualified to vote in
District affairs:
YOU ARE HEREBY NOTIFIED TO MEET AT THE BOW MEMORIAL
SCHOOL IN SAID DISTRICT ON TUESDAY THE TWENTY-FIRST DAY
OF MARCH. 1989. AT SEVEN O'CLOCK IN THE EVENING TO ACT
UPON THE FOLLOWING SUBJECTS:
1. To determine and appoint the salaries of the School Board and fix the
compensation of any other Officer or Agent of the District
2. To hear the reports to Agents, Auditors. Committees, or Officers chosen,
and pass any vote relating thereto.
3. To see if the District will vote, under the provisions of RSA 198:20-B, to
authorize the School Board to apply for, accept and expend without
further action by the School District Meeting, money from any source
which becomes available during the 1989-90 school fiscal year provided
that such expenditures be made for purposes for which a school district
may appropriate money. Further, that the School Board hold a public
hearing prior to spending such money.
4. To see if the District will vote to establish a contingency fund to meet the
cost of unanticipated expenses that may arise during the year and to raise
and appropriate the sum of Ten Thousand Dollars ($10,000.00) for this
purpose, or to take any action in relation thereto.
5. To see whether the District will vote to indemnify and save harmless from
loss or damage any person employed by the School District and any
member or officer of its governing board or administrative staff from
personal financial loss and expense, including reasonable legal fees and
costs, if any. arising out of any claim, demand, suit or judgement by
reason of negligence or other act resulting in accidental injury to a person
or acciental damage to or destruction of property, in accordance with the
provisions of RSA 31:105.
6. To see what sum of money the District will raise and appropriate for the
support of schools, for the salaries of School District Officials and Agents,
and for the payment of statutory obligations of the District and to
authorize the application against said appropriation of such sums as are
estimated to be received from the State Foundation Aid Fund together
with other income; the School Board to certify to the Selectmen the
balance between the estimated revenue and the appropriation, which
balance is to be raised by taxes by theTown. or to take any action in
relation thereto.
Sll
7. To transact any other business that may legally come before this
meeting.
GIVEN UNDER OUR HANDS AT SAID BOW THIS TWENTY-
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Statement of Estimated and Actual Revenues












Total Other Local Revenue.
.
Intergovernmental Revenues





PL 84-174 Title I
Total Intergovernmental Revenues.
Total Revenues
Unreserved Fund Balance Used
lo Reduce District Assessment .










Statement of Changes in Unreserved - Undesignated Fund Balance
For the Fiscal Year Ended June 30, 1988
Unreserved - Undesignated
Fund Balance - July 1 $ 260,851
Deductions
Unreserved Fund Balance Used




Revenue Surplus (Exhibit A-1) $ 56,082
Unexpended Balance
of Appropriations (Exhibit A-2) 3,754
1987-88 Budget Surplus 59,836
Unreserved - Undesignated























Combining Statement of Changes in Assets and Liabilities




Combined Statement of Revenues, Expenditures
Budget and
General and Special
For the Fiscal Year
General Fund
BOW SCHOOL DISTRICT
and Changes in Fund Balances
Actual
Revenue Fund Types




REPORT OF BOW SCHOOL DISTRICT TREASURER
Fiscal Year July 1, 1987 to June 30, 1988
Cash on Hand, July 1. 1987 $293,006.89
Receipts:
Current Appropriation $4,300,000.00
Revenue from State Sources
13,555.48
Received from Tuitions 28,926.51
Received from all Other Sources 41,662.35
Total Receipts $4,437,324.91
Total Amount Available for Fiscal Year $4,730,331.80
Less School Board Orders Paid $4,640,797.98





NOTES TO THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
JUNE 30, 1988
NOTE 1 - SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES
The following is a summary of significant accounting policies employed in
the preparation of these financial statements.
A. Fund Accounting
The accounts of the School District are organized on the basis of funds or
account groups, each of which is considered a separate accounting entity.
The operations of each fund are accounted for with a separate set of self-
balancing accounts that comprise its assets, liabilities, fund equity,
revenues, and expenditures, as appropriate. Government resources are
allocated to and accounted for in individual funds based upon the purposes
for which they are to be spent and the means by which spending activities
are controlled. The various funds are grouped by type in the financial
statements. The following fund types and account groups are used by the
School District:
GOVERNMENTAL FUNDS
General Fund - The General Fund is the general operating fund of the
School District. All general tax revenues and other receipts that are not
allocated by law or contractual agreement to another fund are accounted for
in this fund. From the fund are paid the general operating expenditures, the
fixed charges, and the capital improvement costs that are not paid through
other funds.
Special Revenue Funds - Special Revenue Funds are used to account for the
proceeds of specific revenue sources (other than expendable trust or major
capital projects) requiring separate accounting because of legal or
regulatory provisions or administrative action. Included in this fund type
are the Food Service and Federal/State Projects Funds.
FIDUCIARY FUNDS
Agency Funds - Agency Funds are used to account for the assets held as an
agent for others by the School District. The Student Activities Funds are
shown in this fund type.
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B. Account Groups (Fixed Assets)
All governmental funds are accounted for on a spending or "financial fiow"
measurement focus. This means that only current assets and current
liabilities are generally included on their balance sheets. Their reported
fund balance (net current assets) is considered a measure of "available
spendable resources". Governmental fund operating statements present
increases (revenues and other financing sources) and decreases
(expenditures and other uses) in net current assets. Accordingly, they are
said to present a summary of sources and uses of available spendable
resources during a period.
General fixed assets have been acquired for general governmental purposes
and have been recorded as expenditures in the fund making the
expenditure. These expenditures are required to be capitalized at historical
cost in a General Fixed Asset Group of Accounts for accountability
purposes. In accordance with the practices followed by other municipal
entities in the State, the School District does not maintain a record of its
general fixed assets and, accordingly, a statement of general fixed assets,
required by generally accepted accounting principles, is not included in this
financial report.
C. Basis of Accounting
The accounts of the General. Special Revenue, and Agency Funds are
maintained and reported on the modified accrual basis of accounting.
Under the modified accrual basis of accounting, sources of financial
resources and assets are recognized when measurable and available to
finance operations during the year. Uses of financial resources and
liabilities are recognized when obligations are incurred from receipt of
goods and services, when assessments are made by the State or. in the case
of judgements and claims against the School District when there is a
probability that such judgements and claims will result in liabilities, the
amounts of which can be reasonably estimated. Exceptions to this general
rule include: 1 ) accumulated unpaid vacation and sick pay. and 2) principal
and interest on general long-term debt which is recognized when due. All




General governmental revenues and expenditures accounted for in
budgetary' funds are controlled by a formal integrated budgetary accounting
system in accordance with various legal requirements which govern the
School District's operations. State Statutes require balanced budgets and
the use of beginning general fund unreserved fund balance to reduce
District assessments. In 1987-88. the beginning fund balance was applied as
follows:
Unreserved Fund Balance Used
To Reduce District Assessment $250,851
E. Encumbrances
Encumbrance accounting, under which purchase orders, contracts, and
continuing appropriations (certain projects and specific items not fully
expended at year end) are recognized, is employed in the governmental
funds. Encumbrances are not the equivalent of expenditures and are
therefore reported as part of the fund balance at June 30, 1988 and are
carried forward to supplement appropriations of the subsequent year.
The General Fund reserve for encumbrances at June 30, 1988 is detailed in
Exhibit A-2 and totals $21,338.
The Special Revenue Fund reserve for encumbrances is detailed as
follows:
Federal/State Projects Fund $2,172
F. Cash and Investments
At year end. the carrying amount of the District's deposits was $ 1 1 5,5 1 2 and
the bank balance was $399,821. Of the bank balance, $119,804 was covered
by federal depository insurance and $280,017 was uninsured.
State Statues authorize the District to invest excess funds in the custody of
the Treasurer in obligations of the United States Government, in savings
bank deposits of banks incorporated under the laws of the State of New
Hampshire, in certificates of deposit of banks incorporated under the laws
of the State ofNew Hampshire, or in national banks located within this state
or the State of Massachusett.s. These financial statements report investments
in certificates of deposit and savings bank deposits under the caption Cash
and Equivalents.
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G. Accumulated Unpaid Vacation and Sick Pay
Accumulated unpaid vacation and sick pay is not accrued in the
governmental funds using the modified accrual basis of accounting.
Teachers may accumulate up to 120 days sick leave at a rate of 15 days per
year. Support staff is entitled to one ond one quarter days per month sick
leave for each month worked, with a maximum accumulation of 45 days.
Vacation is granted in varying amounts based on length of service for
employees other than teachers. Vacation pay accumulation does not exceed
a normal year s allowance. Accumulated sick leave is indeterminable.
H. Interfund Transactions
During the course of normal operations, the school District has numerous
transactions between funds, including expenditures and tranfers of
resources to provide services and fund capital outlay. The accompanying
governmental fund financial statements reflect such transactions as
transfers.
I. Interfund Receivable and Payable Balances




General Fund $ 5,575 $1,042
Special Revenue Funds
Federal Projects Fund 1,042
Food Service Fund 5,575
J. Inventories
Inventory in the General and Special Revenue Funds consists of
expendable supplies held for consumption. The cost thereof has been
recorded as an expenditure at the time individual inventory items were
purchased.
K. Total Columns (Memorandum Only) on Combined Statements
Total columns on ihc combined statements are captioned "Memorandum
Only" to indicate that they are presented only to facilitate financial analysi.s.
Data in these columns do not present financial position, results of
operations, or changes in financial position in conformity with generally
accepted accounting principles. Neither is such data comparable to a
consolidation. Interfund eliminations have not been made in the
aggregation t)l this data.
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NOTE 2 - LONG-TERM DEBT
At June 30. 1988, the School District has no outstanding long-term debt.
Legal Debt Margin
According to State Law. School District borrowing may not exceed seven
percent (7%) of the valuation of property based upon the applicable last
locally assessed valuation of the municipality as last equalized by the
Commissioner of Revenue Administration. At June 30, 1988, the Bow School
District had an equalized value of $343,302,258 and a legal debt margin of
$24,031,158.
NOTE 3 - DEFINED BENEFIT PENSION PLAN
All Bow School District full-time employees participate in the New
Hampshire Retirement System, a multiple-employer public employee
retirement system. The payroll for employees covered by the system for the
year ended June 30. 1988 was $1,864,877; the District's total payroll was
$1,981,512.
All District full-time employees are eligible to participate in the system.
Employees who retire before age 65 are entitled to a retirement benefit equal
to approximately fifty percent of the employee's average final compensation.
After attainment of age 65. the payment by the Retirement System is reduced
by the amount of the individual's Social Security entitlement payments. The
system also provides death and disability benefits, which are established by
State Statute.
Covered employees are required by State Statute to contribute 4.6% of their
salary to the plan. The School District is required by the same statute to
contribute a percentage of the employee's salary, based on an actuarial
valuation of the entire State plan performed June 30, 1983. These
contributions represented .62% for teachers and 2.94% for all other employees.
The contribution requirements for the year ended June 30, 1988 were $103,652,
which consisted of $17,868 from the School District and $85,784 from
employees.
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The "pension benefit obligation" is a standardized disclosure measure of the
present value of pension benefits, adjusted for the effects of projected salary
increases and step-rate benefits, estimated to be payable in the future as a
result of employee service to date. The measure, which is the actuarial present
value of credited projected benefits, is intended to help users assess the
system's funding status on a going-concern basis, assess progress made in
accumulating sufficient assets to pay benefits when due, and make
comparisons among retirement systems and employers. The State retirement
system does not make separate measurements of assets and pension benefit
obligations for individual employers. According to plan administrators, the
pension benefit obligation at June 30, 1985 for the system as a whole,
determined through an actuarial valuation performed as of that date, was
$552,051,000. The system's net assets available for benefits on June 30, 1986
(valued at market) were estimated at $568,786,602, leaving no unfunded
pension benefit obligation. The percentage that the Bow School District has
in relation to the entire plan cannot be determined.
NOTE 4 - LITIGATION
There are various claims and suits pending against the District which arise in
the normal course of the District's activities. In the opinion of counsel, the
ultimate disposition of these various claims and suits will not have a material
effect on the financial position of the School District.
NOTE 5 - FOOD SERVICE FUND
A. Due to General Fund - $5,575
The amount due to the General Fund at June 30, 1988 is the result of cash
advances to and payments on behalf of the Food Service Fund by the
General Fund during prior years. Repayment of this amount to the General
Fund is contigent upon the ability of the Food Service Fund to produce
revenues in excess of expenditures in the subsequent fiscal year.
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DETAILED STATEMENT OF RECEIPTS
1987 - 1988
Town of Bow Appropriation $4,381,140.00
State of New Hampshire - Foundation Aid 3.048.35
State of New Hampshire - Sweepstakes 1 1.820.16
State of New Hampshire - Special Education 5.050.02
State of New Hampshire - Catastrophic Aid 61.238.02
Tuition 1.335.98






AUDITOR'S REPORT ON FINANCIAL PRESENTATION
To the Members of the School Board
Bow School District
Bow, New Hampshire
We have examined the general purpose financial statements of the Bow
School District as of and for the year ended June 30, 1988, as listed in the table of
contents. Our examination was made in accordance with the generally accepted
auditing standards and, accordingly, included such tests of the accounting
records and such other auditing procedures as we considered necessary in the
circumstances.
As described in Note IB. the general purpose financial statements referred to
above do not include the General Fixed Asset Group ofAccounts, which should
be included to conform with generally accepted accounting principles. The
amount that should be recorded in the General Fixed Assets Account Group is
not known.
In our opinion, except that omission of the General Fixed Asset Group of
Accounts results in an incomplete presentation, as explained in the above
paragraph, the general purpose financial statements referred to above present
fairly the financial position of the Bow School District at June 30. 1988. and the
results of its operations for the year then ended, in conformity with generally
accepted accounting principles applied on a basis consistent with that of the
preceding year.
Our examination was made for the purpose of forming an opinion on the
general purpose financial statements taken as a whole. The combining and
individual fund financial statements listed in the table of contents are presented
for purposes of additional analysis and are not a required part of the general
purpose financial statements of the Bow School District. Such information has
been subjected to the auditing procedures applied in the examination of the
general purpose financial statements and. in our opinion, is fairly stated in all






REPORT OF THE SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS
To the School Board and Citizens of Bow:
I am pleased to present to you my third annual report regarding your public
schools.
This past year the school district experienced a Special School District
Meeting to deal with funding teacher compensation after having funds to
implement a three year agreement with the Bow Education Association voted
down at the Annual School District Meeting. The funds voted at the Special
School District Meeting in June allowed us to reach a one year contractual
agreement with the Bow Education Association in September that will cover
the 1988/89 school year. We are now in the process of negotiating a successor
agreement.
The action of voters at the Annual School District Meeting resulted in a
$225,000 cut to the general fund school budget in addition to effecting the
teacher contract. Some of the effects of this action has been: the cancellation
of some curriculum renewal, the postponement of the replacement program
for school busses, withdrawing school funding for assemblies and field trips,
postponing the development through completion of the field hockey field,
deferring of some building maintenance projects, and some support staff
positions were eliminated in the form of teacher aides and night custodial
staff to service community groups using the schools. A revamping of some
special education services and not hiring one classroom teaching position has
helped the School District to match expenditures with the voters approved
total for the 1988/89 school year.
Despite the setbacks noted above, I am happy to refer the voters to the
Principals" Report, here included, that shows significant progress in
educational opportunity that has taken place in the Bow School District due
to the efforts of your School Board, school principals, and their industrious
and highly competent staffs, coupled with the efforts of the townspeople, most
notably through the efforts of the PTO and the school volunteers.
Once again this year, the Bow Elementary School Volunteer Program has
won a Blue Ribbon Award and has proudly nominated two volunteers for
special award recognition: Stephanie Thornton for Volunteer Program
Organization, and Reginald Terrill. who has over the past sixteen years of
service with children produced some 9.600 projects with students in his
unique carpentry program in addition to his work with students in the
classroom.
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I have recently received information tYom the Commissioner of Education
that the Bow Memorial School has been selected, along with three other
schools, to represent New Hampshire in the 1988/89 National Secondary
School Recognition Program.
I wish to express my appreciation for the assistance and cooperation
provided me by the administrators, teachers. School Board, and citizens of
Bow. Without this assistance and cooperation, many of the things
accomplished would have been left undone, and I look forward to another
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BOW ELEMENTARY SCHOOL AND BOW MEMORIAL SCHOOL
The Bow Elementary School and the Bow Memorial School provide for the
total educational needs of students in grades K-9. In order to better meet the
instructional needs of the students, the two schools have developed a closer
working relationship over the past year with an emphasis on curriculum
development. Joint school curriculum work has encompassed the areas of
Math. Reading. Health, and Gifted Education.
The two schools have also been the joint recipients of federal block grant
funds. Monies have been received for support of the following projects: The
Above and Beyond Gifted Education program, and the Here's Looking At You,
2000 Health Program, funding from the Gifted Education grant has been
utilized for teacher inservice and workshops, and for the purchase of classroom
materials. The Here's Looking At You, 2000 project monies have also supported
teacher training and the purchase of grade level resource kits. The schools have
recently applied for a joint Library Media grant which, if approved for funding,
will be utilized to purchase media equipment and materials.
A Computers for Teachers Project has been funded for the Bow Memorial
School under the Governors Initiative for Excellence in Education. The
projecf s intent is to allow teachers the use of computers at their homes to
facilitate bookkeeping, lesson planning, data management record keeping, and
grade computing.
At Bow Memorial School six teachers are participating in the project which
spans three school years. The teachers attended in-service workshops totaling 40
hours. They learned about the hardware and gained a working knowledge of
spreadsheets, data bases, and word processing. The participants currently use
their computers an average of 6-10 hours per week. They agree that the use of the
computers has facilitated classroom management tasks.
The California Achievement Tests (CAT tests) were administered to students
in grades 2. 4, and 8 during the month of September. Bow students have again
scored at and above national norms in the areas tested. The teachers at each of
these grade levels have analyzed the scores and have determined their relevancy
to the existing curriculum.
Both the Bow Elementary School and the Bow Memorial School have
emphasized safety as a primary goal. New procedures have been implemented
for visitors to the school and for student dismissals. These procedures should
insure greater safety for our students.
The Bow PTO has provided consistent support to the school system. This
organizalion sei-ves to link the school and the home together through its support
of programs and activities. Each .school has benefited greatly from the
interaction of the PTO.
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Once again the Bow Elementary School received the Blue Ribbon Award
from the New Hampshire School Volunteers Program. One hundred and forty
volunteers have worked at the school over the past year. The support is deeply
appreciated by faculty, staff, and students.
At the Bow Elementary School curriculum enrichment was expanded
through minicourses for students in grades 3 and 4. Additional schoolwide
enrichment was provided through activities including Young Authors, the
Invention's Celebration, and the annual Science Fair.
Students in grades 6 and 8 at the Memorial School have been involved with
fund raising to support grade-wide participation with the Otter Lake and the
Camp Sargent outdoor environmental programs. Community response and
involvement in these activities have been gready appreciated.
As a comprehensive Middle School Bow Memorial School is constantly
striving to promote the awareness of the unique needs of early adolescents.
These youngsters need a common and consistent support from home and
school to help them successfully through their transitional years. Bow Memorial
School provides a continual progress reporting system to inform both parents
and students of academic status and growth. Parent conferences are encouraged
to help build a supportive relationship for students between home and
school.
Bow Memorial School emphasizes a program of process and skills that is
consistent with the needs of middle level learners. For example, the
developmental writing process spanning grades 5-9 is in its fifth year of
implementation. Enrichment programs in grades 5 and 6 have been
implemented to integrate the content areas in to the unified arts, and an
interdisciplinary theme for grade 7 has been developed for this school year.
Teacher/Advisee programs in grades 5-8 have been designed to provide
experiences for middle level learners which foster self-confidence and positive
socialization skills. The Memorial School responds actively to the needs of its
students by providing programs to address their intellectual, physical,
emotional, and social development.
Both the Bow Elementary and the Bow Memorial Schools recognize all
students as worthwhile persons, not because of what they achieve or how they
behave, but because each individual has personal worth and value. We
understand that the most important variables responsible for the success of a
school are the high quality of adults in it and the implementation of its
program.
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We cooperatively support activities and programs which foster positive,
successful experiences for all students and the acceptance of all children. We
work with age levels where the fruits of our labors may not be fully realized
during their education in Bow. yet we acknowledge the neccessity to plant the
seeds and provide the appropriate nurturing for the seedlings to root. Early and
appropriate education and intervention are the mainstays of public schools. We
have a responsibility to develop children to their fullest and lay a foundation for
their transition into successful adulthood.
Respectfully submitted.
PATRICIA A MCLEAN STEPHEN K. O'NEIL






The Space Needs Committee has been directed by the Bow School Board to
continue its study of growth in the Town and School population and the
effects of growth on the existing space in the Bow schools. In addition, the
Committee is studying the current educational plans and changes in space
needs that have occurred over the past ten years since the building of Bow
Elementary School. The Committee will be studying additional space needed
at the Bow Elementary School, and the reorganization of existing space at
Bow Memorial School to meet the needs of the increasing school population
and projected educational programs. In addition, the Committee is in contact
with the Concord School District to keep abreast of plans for additional space
at the high school, and what effects these plans will have on space needs in
Bow.
Space Needs Study Committee Membership:
ANGELYN D AMBRUOSO. School Board Representative
CARLOTTA ROBBINS. Planning Board Representative
ALFRED WARD. Selectmen's Representative





STEPHEN K. O'NEIL. Principal, Bow Memorial School
PATRICIA MCLEAN. Principal. Bow Elementary School
ROBERT GOSLING. Bow School Board
SOI
THE BOW PARENT TEACHER ORGANIZATION
One of the goals of the Bow PTO is to serve as a communication link
between the schools and the community in order to create a better
understanding of the educational objectives of the schools. We also provide
assistance for school and community related activities on behalf of the school
children of Bow.
The PTO meets the first Wednesday of each month at 7:30 p.m. in the Bow
Elementary School. The membership is open to the community and the
faculty of the Bow Elementary and the Bow Memorial Schools. Our annual
membership fee is $2.00 per family.
We have a very active volunteer program in our schools. The program is
sponsored by the PTO. The Elementary school has earned the New
Hampshire Blue Ribbon School Achievement Award for the last three years.
The award is presented to schools with outstanding volunteer programs.
Every year we try to maintain the worthwhile programs from the prior year
and add some new and different ones that will benefit our children. With the
proceeds from our one major fundraiser and two book fairs, we try to benefit
in some way all the students in both schools. Some of our projects for this
school year are as follows:
In-school program with Steve Schuch for elementary students
Family Night with Steve Schuch
Back to School Night
Bow Craft Fair
Dental Program for both schools
Hearing and vision screening for preschool children
Education Night with Dr. James Garvin
Computer keyboarding for elementary students
Academic awards and flowers for ninth grade graduation
Financial support for Bow Memorial Band
PTO Scholarship Fund
Otter Lake donation for 6th grade
Teacher Appreciation Day
Playground equipment fund
School volunteer programs for both schools
Young Authors programs for both schools
Camp Sargent donation for 8th grade
Sponsor Special Needs Awareness Group
Donations to both school libraries
Gym tloor cover for the Memorial School
Donation to the Baker Free Library— PBS Classic Video project
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If you would like more information about the Bow PTO, please contact a






Ann Baier: Vice-President Elementary School





SCHOLARSHIP TRUST FUND HISTORY
The Christina M. Paveglio Memorial Scholarship Fund was established in
March of 1980 by friends of the Paveglio family. This fund was in memory of
their daughter, Christina.
The Fund began with $4,900 in donations during the Spring of 1980. Its
purpose was to offer a $500 scholarship to a Bow resident graduating from a
local high school or presently enrolled in a post-secondary institution.
In 1981, we held our first fund-raising raffie. This raffle has been held each
fall ever since. In addition to this, the Bow Aerobics Group has held a fund-
raising dance each year in the spring. In 1987 and again in 1988, a direct mail
fund-raising campaign to all Bow businesses and business people was
conducted.
These fund-raising events have produced most of our income each year.
Organizations, town residents, and friends of the family continue to make
individual donations on special occasions throughout the year.
The success of the fund-raisers indicates the continued support for the
Scholarship Fund by Bow residents. The amount of the scholarships and the
number given each year has grown considerably. From 1980 to 1982, one $500
scholarship was awarded each year. In 1983, this was increased to one $600
scholarship. In 1984 and 1985, two $600 scholarships were awarded each year.
In 1986 and 1987, two $1,000 scholarships were awarded each year. And in
1988. three $1,000 scholarships were awarded. A total of $11,500 in
scholarships have been awarded to Bow students since 1980.





The Scholarship Fund is managed by a Board of Trustees and has been




































































































































































































































































Patricia A. McLean Principal
Charolotte Bridges , Kindergarten
Linda Brown Kindergarten
Anne Fagan Grade 1
Donna Girard Grade 1
Evelyn Lindquist Grade 1
Timothy Neville Grade 1
Kim Brewster Grade 2
Diane Gerhardt Grade 2
Cheryl Remillard Grade 2
Jerri Stanley Grade 2
Margaret Cain Grade 3
Marilyn Hayes Grade 3
Judith Ryan Grade 3
Pamela Bowler Grade 3
Karen Boyd Grade 4
Mary Schultz Grade 4
Barbara Vitale Grade 4
Eleanor Lange Art
Joann Willemssen Music
Kathryn Kramer Physical Education
Catherine Hirsch Reading Improvement
Joanne Flynn Resource Room
Glenn Berger School Counselor
Juanita Holm School Nurse
Patricia Morris Special Education
Jenifer Evans Speech & Language Therapist
Laurie Abbott Bus Driver
Verna Alexander Bus Driver
Shiriey Bardwell Bus Driver
Elaine Brassard Bus Driver
Margaret Dandy Bus Driver
Jeanine Gingras Bus Driver
Julie Grove Bus Driver
Robert Wadlegger Bus Driver
Robert Chcnctte Bus Mechanic
Lena Odessc Special Education Bus Driver
George Rodgers Special Education Bus Driver
Peter Mosher Custodian
Royce Riddle Head Custodian
Lucy Mottola Library Aide




Ann Brannock Teacher Aide
Judith Chisolm Teacher Aide
Lucy Clougherty Teacher Aide
Stephanie Owen Teacher Aide
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Bow Memorial School
Stephen K. ONeil Principa
Louise Cummings Math (5
Richard Kenyon Language Arts (5
Joyce Lockwood Social Studies (5
Cathleen Martone Science (5
Lois Ambra Social Studies (6
Brenda Doran Language Arts (6
Lea Listzwan Math (6
Susan Rainier Science (6
Jane Adams Language Arts (7
Sandra Beauvais Math (7
Anthony DeMarco Social Studies (7
Wendy Wetterer Science (7
Philip Coggin Social Studies (8
David Gagnon Science (8
Thelma Lamarre English (8
Susan McGartland Math (8
Carol Brown English (9
Anne Falke Math/Science (9
Paul Genest Foreign Language (9
Kay Graves English (9
Patricia Hammond Keyboard/Computer Literature (9
Christopher Husgen Science (9
Carol Mulligan Social Studies (9
Donna Scribner Math (9
Nanette Seeley Health/Physical Education (9
Jean Harmon Home Economics (5/9
Linda Kazimierczyk Music (5/9
Christine O'Brien Art (5/9
George Pinkham III Physical Education (5/9
David Scharlotte Industrial Arts (5/9
Maryanne Sisk Music (5/9
Muriel Hall Special Education
Joan Hopf Reading Improvemen
Nancy Kantar Media Specialis
Barbara Ward School Nurse
Raymond Masters Guidance Counselor
Jeanettc Mackey Teacher Aide
Mario McMillen Educational Aide
Catherine Michelson Educational Aide
Sylvia Sadler Educational Aide
Wendy Nichols Educational Aide
Jennifer Smith Library Aide


















Bow Memorial School Bow Elementary School
Annual School Health Service Report
1987-88
Report of Lx)cal Medical Services Number
Pupils Examined 31
Bus Drivers Physicals 15
Tests
Tuberculosis (Staff) 4






First Aid-Requiring referral to Doctor
Other-Daily recorded Visits to Health Offices...
Scoliosis Screenings
Receiving Medication at school
Conferences with entering Kindergarten
Parents
Vaccinations and Communicable Diseases
Number Excused from Vaccination
Number Immunized
































Defects Found By School Nurses No. Cases Treated
Vision & Eye 42 32








Other - Gl GU, etc 9 7
Total 163 133
Clinics and Special Referrals Date No. Cases Treated
Preschool - VASC 3/88 72 13
Convulsive 11/87 1 1
Immunization 4/6.7,15/88 211 211
School Dental Health Conference. 2/88-3/88 172 172
Religious Exemptions 3
Examining Physicians - Mark Bardo. MD
Webster Soule, MD
Signed:School Nurses









To Report Fire or Request Medical Aid . . . 225-3355
To Request Police Assistance 228-051
1
State Police (Troop D) 271-1162
Selectmen's Office 228-1 187
Town Clerk & Tax Collector 225-2683
Building Inspector 228-1 189
Recreation Department. 224-9361
Road Agent, Highway Garage 228-1201
Town Office Hours Monday thru Friday 8:00 to 4:30
Library Hours
June thru September Mon-Wed-Fri. 10am - 7pm (No Sat. Hours)





Dump Transfer Station Hours
1:30 P.M. to 6:30 P.M.
9:00 A.M. to 6:30 P.M.
12:30 P.M. to 6:30 P.M.
9:00 A.M. to 5:30 P.M.
